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a b s t r a c t
One critical challenge in datacenter network design is full bandwidth communication.
Recent advances have enabled this communication paradigm based on the notion of Valiant load balancing (VLB). In this paper, we target full bandwidth communication among
all servers, for all valid trafﬁc patterns, and under k arbitrary link failures. We focus on
two typical datacenter topologies, VL2 and fat-tree, and propose a mechanism to perform
VLB on fat-tree. We develop the minimum link capacity required on both topologies, where
edge and core links are handled separately. These results can help datacenter providers to
provision their networks with guaranteed availability. Based on the results, we evaluate
the minimum total link capacity required on each topology and characterize the capacity
increase trend with k and with the total number of supported servers. These studies are
important for datacenter providers to project their capital expenditures on datacenter
design, upgrade, and expansion. Next, we compare the total link capacity between the
two topologies. We ﬁnd that given the same server scale, fat-tree requires less total capacity than does VL2 for small k. For large k, there exists a turning point at which VL2 becomes
more capacity-efﬁcient.
Ó 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Existing and emerging Internet applications, such as
web search, video streaming, and social networking, are
migrating towards the cloud computing paradigm, where
user applications are run over a common datacenter infrastructure that consists of tens to hundreds of thousands of
servers. In this new context, each user application job
(e.g., MapReduce) is partitioned and assigned to various
servers, far beyond the number a single server rack can
hold. To enable local computation, extensive data exchanges are performed among servers that reside separately within a datacenter, contributing to a huge amount
⇑ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 613 790 6788.
E-mail addresses: wendani@sce.carleton.ca (W. Ni), huang@sce.
carleton.ca (C. Huang), jingwu@ieee.org (J. Wu).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2013.12.006
1389-1286/Ó 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

of communication trafﬁc. A recent survey conducted by
IDC [1] regarding the challenges of cloud services has
shown that performance and availability are among the
top concerns expressed by potential cloud users. Accordingly, service availability is listed as a leading obstacle to
the growth of cloud computing [2]. In this paper, we consider how to provision a high-availability communication
system within a datacenter, which is an important factor
in determining service availability.
Communication among servers is supported by a
datacenter network, which typically consists of multiple
tiers of switches and/or routers. Conventional datacenter
networks have a tree-like topology designed using the
scale-up method [3,4]. Higher-end non-commodity
switches and/or routers with higher port speeds are required at higher tiers of the hierarchy to accommodate
higher amounts of aggregate trafﬁc. Ideally, the port speed
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Notations
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K ¼ kii0 jN E jjN E j

Number of link failures
Set of edge switches
Set of aggregation switches
Set of core switches
Set of edge links
Set of core links
Set of all valid trafﬁc matrices
Trafﬁc matrix

kii0

Trafﬁc demand from edge switch i to
edge switch i0 – i
Maximum sending/receiving rate of a
server NIC
Minimum capacity required on link l to
enable full bandwidth communication
among all servers under k arbitrary link
failures
Minimum total link capacity required
on a network to enable full bandwidth

r
cl ðkÞ

CðkÞ

moving up the hierarchy should be scaled up to the point
that any server can communicate with any other server
at the maximum rate of its network interface card (NIC).
This situation is generally referred to as full bandwidth
communication [4], which enables arbitrary trafﬁc patterns among all of the servers as long as each server sends
and receives trafﬁc within the capacity limit of its NIC. To
this end, the oversubscription ratios of all switches in the
network should be maintained at 1:1, where a switch’s
oversubscription ratio is deﬁned as the ratio of the maximum total trafﬁc load on its downlinks under full bandwidth communication to the total capacity of its uplinks.
Unfortunately, while it may be technically possible to provide full bandwidth communication using the scale-up
method, the cost of such a communication network is
prohibitively high due to the deployment of high-price
non-commodity switches and/or routers at higher tiers to
deliver the higher port speed required by trafﬁc aggregation. Consequently, conventional datacenter networks are
constructed with a signiﬁcant oversubscription ratio,
which is typically 5:1 to 20:1 at the lowest switch tier
[3,5] and increases rapidly at higher tiers, reaching 240:1
at the highest switch tier [3]. This large oversubscription
ratio fragments the server pool, meaning that under certain trafﬁc patterns, a server can reach only part of its
access limit due to the existence of bandwidth bottlenecks
at higher levels of the switching hierarchy. Bandwidth bottlenecks can potentially lead to reduced server utilization,
which in turn limits the performance and scale of cloud
applications.
To address the oversubscription problem in a costefﬁcient manner, novel datacenter network infrastructures
have been proposed. Typical designs include VL2 [3], fattree [4], and BCube [6]. These new designs all use the
scale-out approach, which takes full advantage of economies of scale by leveraging a large number of inexpensive
commodity switches, in contrast to the scale-up method,
which uses a small number of high-price non-commodity
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m
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n
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communication among all servers
under k arbitrary link failures
Number of servers supported by one
ToR switch on VL2
Port count of individual aggregation
and core switches on VL2
Set of edge switches that connect to
aggregation switch j on VL2
Port count of a switch on fat-tree
Number of servers supported by one
edge switch on fat-tree
Set of pods on fat-tree
Set of edge switches in pod p

NA

Set of aggregation switches in pod p

N jC

Set of core switches to which aggregation switch j connects on fat-tree
Set of all possible failure scenarios with
k failed links

Fk

switches. In VL2 and fat-tree, the equivalent of a highspeed port of non-commodity switches is built by bundling
low-speed ports from several commodity switches to
match the capacity. The use of high-end switches is
thereby avoided completely. In BCube, the use of noncommodity switches is eliminated by introducing switching functionality into the servers, which further enables
datacenter networks to scale out using low-end commodity switches with a small port count. Although a large
number of commodity switches are required in the scaleout approach, the cost barrier associated with scaling the
speed of a single port still renders the cost of scale-out
solutions signiﬁcantly lower than the scale-up counterpart
[4,6]. Link capacity or, equivalently, port speed is dimensioned to enable full bandwidth communication among
all of the servers (when there are no failures). Due to the
topology scale and connectivity density, network failures
are a part of daily life within a datacenter [5,7]. The rich
connectivity inherent in the scale-out method provides
multiple paths between any server pair, allowing resiliency
against network failures [3,8] and allowing Valiant load
balancing (VLB) to handle highly variable trafﬁc without
creating any ‘‘hot-spot’’ links [3,9]. However, despite the
availability of redundant paths, capacity provisioning in
current practice (e.g., [3,4,8]) does not support full bandwidth communication in the presence of network failures.
In other words, any network failure can cause network
congestion, which is manifested at the service level as increased service latency or, more severely, service unavailability [10].
Motivated by the fact that service availability has long
been one of the top challenges in moving applications to
the cloud [1,2], in this paper, we investigate how network
failures can be tolerated with minimal impact on service
availability. One option is to incorporate redundancy at
the application level [5,11] based on the notion of virtual
machine (VM) replication [12]. Speciﬁcally, a backup VM
is allocated for each working VM. When a working VM
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becomes slow or unresponsive as a result of network failures, job tasks continue seamlessly on the corresponding
backup. To this end, two VMs must be running on physical
servers residing in different failure domains [10] (availability zones [13]) so that they are not affected by the same
network failures inside a datacenter. Additionally, VM replication must be performed at very high frequencies, e.g.,
every 25 ms [12], to ensure that the backup VM maintains
a completely up-to-date copy of the corresponding working VM. While VM replication is effective in protecting
against server failures, it is not effective in protecting
against network link failures. When network links fail, a
large number of physical servers may be simultaneously
affected. These affected servers are thus underutilized
due to the reduced trafﬁc.
Therefore, the fundamental solution is to introduce
redundancy at the underlying network level, particularly
by allocating sufﬁcient capacity to links. In this paper, we
address the capacity allocation problem in datacenter networks. As a ﬁrst step, we consider link failures, which are
the predominant form of failures that occur approximately
an order of magnitude more often than device failures in
datacenter networks [7]. In this context, our design goal
is to provide full bandwidth communication among all the
servers, for all valid trafﬁc patterns, and under k arbitrary link
failures so that link failures can be masked at the network
level with little or no impact on service level availability.
Note that by ‘‘valid’’, we mean trafﬁc patterns that are
compliant with the sending/receiving capacity limit on
each server NIC. We focus on two typical datacenter network topologies, VL2 and fat-tree, for the following reasons. (1) Both topologies follow the switch-centric design
principle, where servers only act as computation elements,
which is consistent with conventional datacenter network
design and thus enables a smooth upgrade path for existing datacenter networks. The counterpart approach is server-centric, where servers, apart from their original role of
computing, act as switches/routers by relaying packets for
each other. As traditional servers are not designed for fast
packet switching/forwarding, specialized hardware and
software are required on the server side. Such issues are
yet to be solved and hence prevent server-centric topologies (e.g., BCube [6]) from real-life implementation. (2) In
sharp contrast to server-centric topologies, both VL2
(folded Clos topology in the network core) and fat-tree
are strongly promoted by leading vendors, such as Cisco
[14], and are in the mature stage for commercial deployment. For simplicity of description, we only consider link
failures in this paper. However, it should be noted that
our method can be generalized to the case of node failures.
To cope with the highly dynamic trafﬁc that characterizes datacenter environments [3,5,15–17], we employ VLB,
a two-phase routing scheme capable of handling trafﬁc
variations in a congestion-free manner without the need
for dynamic path adjustments. Speciﬁcally, in the ﬁrst
phase, a packet originating from a node is sent to a randomly chosen intermediate node, regardless of the packet
destination. In the second phase, a node forwards packets
received from the other nodes to their destinations. Consequently, the trafﬁc load between any source-destination
pair is equally split over all available paths [18,19]. In this
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sense, two-phase routing is equivalent to load-balanced
multipathing, which has recently been enabled at layer 2
(with limitation on path multiplicity) using industry standard protocols (e.g., IETF TRILL) and proprietary vendor
alternatives (e.g., Cisco’s FabricPath) to meet the unique
requirements of emerging switch-centric datacenter networks (e.g., VL2 and fat-tree) [20]. More importantly, to
achieve the goal of congestion-free communication for all
valid trafﬁc matrices, the link capacity required under
VLB is shown to be signiﬁcantly lower than under traditional direct source-destination routing [18]. This signiﬁcant capacity advantage encouraged us to choose VLB
over its direct routing counterpart. When link failures occur, trafﬁc carried by the failed paths is evenly assigned
to the remaining paths to the same destinations. This protection mechanism is fundamentally different from conventional path protection in that there is no clear
demarcation between working and backup paths. All paths
between a source-destination pair are mutually protected
in a global manner. To make sure that all remaining paths
have enough capacity to carry the extra load, the links on
these paths need to be engineered with enough spare
capacity. Accordingly, in this paper, we answer two important questions:
1. For each topology, how much link capacity is
needed at minimum to support full bandwidth
communication for arbitrary valid trafﬁc patterns
among all the servers under k arbitrary link
failures?
2. Given datacenters with the same server scale and
failure tolerance level, which of the two topologies
performs better in terms of the total link capacity
required?
Our contributions can be summarized as follows.
 We derive the minimum link capacity required on VL2
to support full bandwidth communication for arbitrary
valid trafﬁc patterns among all servers. This derivation
provides the basis to dimension VL2 networks for the
desired availability. Due to the topology constraint, we
are limited to considering k arbitrary link failures that
do not partition the topology.
 We propose a mechanism to perform VLB on fat-tree.
Based on this mechanism, we develop the minimum
link capacity requirement on fat-tree to guarantee full
bandwidth communication under k arbitrary link failures for arbitrary valid trafﬁc patterns among all the
servers. The results constitute the foundation for provisioning fat-tree networks with an appropriate guarantee of availability.
 We calculate the minimum total link capacity required
on VL2 and fat-tree and characterize the trend in capacity increase with k and with the total number of supported servers on each topology. These studies
provide insights for capital cost estimation in designing
new datacenters as well as in upgrading and expanding
existing datacenters.
 Given the same total number of supported servers, we
compare the minimum total link capacity required on
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VL2 and fat-tree and provide insightful observations. In
particular, we characterize the results for 1 6 k 6 4n,
where n denotes the port count of homogeneous
switches used to build fat-tree.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we discuss the previous work on capacity allocation. In Section 3, we present background material on network topologies, trafﬁc model, routing structure, and link
capacity requirement with no failures. In particular, we
propose a mechanism to carry out VLB over fat-tree in
Section 3.2.3. Based on the foundation in Section 3, we develop our major contributions in Sections 4–6. Speciﬁcally,
in Sections 4 and 5, we derive the required capacity to tolerate k link failures for VL2 and fat-tree, respectively. The
numerical results for both topologies are presented in
Section 6. We conclude the paper in Section 7. Part of the
results in this paper were summarized in [29].

2. Previous work
The capacity allocation problem under link failures has
been studied extensively for backbone networks (such as
ATM, MPLS, and WDM). The design goal is typically to tolerate a predeﬁned set of link failures for a given set of static trafﬁc demands. Because the failure probabilities of
links are very low in such a network context, tolerating single link failures is generally sufﬁcient to guarantee service
availability [21]. Therefore, the vast majority of works (e.g.,
[22]) consider single link failures. A small body of works
(e.g., [23,24]) go up to dual link failures to accommodate
connection requests with very high availability requirements [25]. The tolerance level in dual failure case can be
partial [23] or full [24], depending on the speciﬁc availability target. In general, each connection takes the form of a
working path protected by one or two backup paths. All
paths are mutually link-disjoint, with each of them found
through direct source-destination single-path routing.
The primary backup path carries no trafﬁc unless the working path fails, and the secondary backup path, if provisioned, is not used unless both the working and primary
backup paths fail. Clearly, these works cannot be applied
to our context, which, in contrast, is characterized by
highly dynamic trafﬁc at all timescales (and thus cannot
be represented trivially by a deterministic, static trafﬁc
matrix), multiple concurrent link failures on a daily basis
[7] (and thus considering only single or dual link failures
is insufﬁcient to guarantee service availability), and more
importantly, VLB (a special form of multipath routing with
unique protection features as discussed above). An exception to the aforementioned works is [26], which addresses
capacity allocation for dynamic trafﬁc demands. Link
capacity is provisioned in such a way that all trafﬁc
patterns satisfying the nodal input/output capacity constraints can be accommodated in a strict-sense nonblocking manner. The trafﬁc assumption is similar to ours.
However, trafﬁc is still routed directly from source to destination over a single path, and only single link failures are
tolerated through the use of a conventional link protection
scheme. These three factors prevent that work from being

applicable in our case. The most relevant work in backbone
network design is [18], which introduced VLB (in parallel
to [19]) to handle trafﬁc volatility in a capacity-efﬁcient
manner yet only through an entirely static network conﬁguration. The link capacity required to guarantee 100%
throughput to any valid trafﬁc matrix is investigated,
which turns out to be signiﬁcantly lower (provably the
lowest when there are no network failures) than in traditional static networks with direct single-path routing.
The link capacity in the presence of link failures is also derived. However, all of the results are developed over a full
mesh logical topology and thus do not hold on the datacenter topologies under study (or on any topology other than
full mesh). In the context of datacenter networks, a design
algorithm was proposed in [17] that removes all topological restrictions placed on traditional practices. The network performance in terms of bisection bandwidth and
end-to-end latency is thereby largely improved, but full
bandwidth communication is not achieved. Moreover, because the design focus is on the topology aspect to enable
arbitrary topology output, the algorithm is not optimized
for link capacity and it does not consider network failures.
Therefore, to the best of our knowledge, there is no
known work that can address the capacity allocation problem in datacenter networks, which exhibit unique trafﬁc
and failure characteristics, and thus dictate unique solutions in routing and protection.

3. Network models and capacity allocation under nofailure scenario
Both VL2 and fat-tree consist of three layers of
switches: the edge layer, aggregation layer, and core layer.
The switches at the corresponding layers are referred to as
edge switches, aggregation switches, and core switches,
respectively. Let N E ; N A , and N C denote the sets of edge
switches, aggregation switches, and core switches, numbered from 1 to jN E j, from 1 to jN A j, and from 1 to jN C j,
respectively. We deﬁne the links between the edge and
the aggregation layers as edge links and deﬁne the links
between the aggregation and the core layers as core links.
Let LE and LC denote the sets of edge links and core links,
respectively.
The server NICs are assumed to be homogeneous. Let r
denote the capacity limit of each NIC. That is, each server
sends and receives trafﬁc within the maximum rate r. All
servers are connected to the network via edge switches,
each to one and only one edge switch (i.e., single homing).
Thus, all trafﬁc enters or leaves the network at edge
switches. We represent the network trafﬁc by matrix
0
K ¼ fkii0 gjN E jjN E j , where element kii0 (i – i ) denotes the traf0
ﬁc demand from edge switch i to edge switch i . Element kii
denotes the trafﬁc among servers hosted by the same edge
switch i. This part of the trafﬁc is fully handled by local
edge switches and does not go through the network.
Hence, we refer to such trafﬁc as local trafﬁc. Local trafﬁc
does not consume bandwidth on edge or core links and
thus is not considered in the matrix or in our study. In
other words, we let kii  0. Due to the high variation of
trafﬁc, the trafﬁc matrix is constantly changing at both
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large and small timescales [3,5,15–17]. The set of all valid
trafﬁc matrices is denoted by T , where the condition for a
trafﬁc matrix to be valid takes different forms on different
topologies, as observed below.
3.1. VL2
3.1.1. Topology
Fig. 1 shows the VL2 topology proposed in [3]. The interconnection between the aggregation and the core layers
forms a complete bipartite graph, with each aggregation
switch connected to each core switch by one port. Therefore, each aggregation switch requires a large number of
ports, which is a major limitation of the VL2 topology. If
we construct both layers using m-port switches,1 a total of
m switches are deployed at the aggregation layer, as each
core switch has m ports and can thus accommodate at most
m aggregation switches. Each aggregation switch uses half of
its ports to connect to the core layer, leading to a total of m=2
switches at the core layer. The other m=2 ports of the aggregation switches are connected to the edge layer, which uses
the top of rack (ToR) switches as edge switches. Each ToR
switch has two links connected to the aggregation layer. In
particular, two links are connected to two different aggregation switches for redundancy. This redundancy level, however, is not satisfactory in the sense that any edge switch
can be disconnected from the topology by multiple (k P 2)
link failures. Consequently, it undermines our goal of full
bandwidth communication under k arbitrary link failures
for any k P 2. We can improve the redundancy level by
increasing the number of uplinks from each edge switch at
the cost of consuming more ports of the aggregation
switches, which are, however, constrained by the complete
bipartite connectivity with the core layer; this in turn limits
the total number of edge switches and servers that can be
supported. In other words, there exists a natural tradeoff between the uplink redundancy of edge switches and the scale
of servers. In this study, we choose to retain the original
topology in [3] and compromise our design goal, which is deﬁned in Section 4. The VL2 topology has m2 =2 edge links and
m2 =2 core links, i.e., jLE j ¼ jLC j ¼ m2 =2.
3.1.2. Trafﬁc model
Let ns denote the number of servers supported by one
edge/ToR switch on VL2. The ingress/egress capacity of
each edge switch is thus bounded by ns r. By ‘‘ingress/
egress’’, we mean trafﬁc that goes through the network,
not including local trafﬁc, which bounces off the edge
switches. Any valid trafﬁc matrix K 2 T satisﬁes the following constraints:

X

kii0 6 ns r;

8 i 2 N E;

kii0 6 ns r;

3.1.3. VLB
The VL2 topology provides two two-hop paths between
an edge switch and a core switch. Ingress trafﬁc from edge
0
switch i to edge switch i is ﬁrst sent to a randomly chosen
core switch over a path chosen at random (i.e., one of two
paths) [3]. The core switch then forwards the trafﬁc to des0
tination i over a randomly chosen path (one of two paths)
[3]. All trafﬁc is forwarded on a per-packet basis.
The above process can be equivalently viewed as fol0
lows. In the ﬁrst phase, trafﬁc from i to i is evenly split
over m two-hop paths that go to m=2 core switches. In
the second phase, trafﬁc is forwarded from all core
0
switches to destination i over m two-hop paths with equal
split. We can see that the routing in the two phases is symmetric, which can be better unraveled on the unfolded VL2
topology shown in Fig. 2.
3.1.4. Link capacity with no failures
Because the VLB approach described above distributes
trafﬁc from an edge switch to another edge switch equally
over all alternative paths, we can easily calculate the load
on each edge and core link based on the total trafﬁc originating and terminating at each edge switch given in (1)
and (2), respectively. Speciﬁcally, each edge switch has
two links connected to the aggregation layer. Thus, each
edge link ði; jÞ carries half of the trafﬁc sent from edge
0
switch i to any other edge switch i . It follows that the maxnP
o
kii0
¼ n2s r,
imum load on link ði; jÞ is given by max
i0 2N E ;i0 –i 2
where we apply (1). The reverse direction of link ði; jÞ, i.e.,
link ðj; iÞ, carries the trafﬁc that terminates at edge switch
i. Due to the routing symmetry, we know immediately that
nP
o
ki0 i
the maximum load on link ðj; iÞ is max
¼ n2s r
i0 2N E ;i0 –i 2
by applying (2). Therefore, the minimum capacity required
on any edge link l under the no-failure scenario (i.e., k ¼ 0)
is given by

ð1Þ

i0 2N E ;i0 –i

X

Fig. 1. VL2 topology.

cl ð0Þ ¼

8 i0 2 N E :

ð2Þ

i2N E ;i–i0

1
Supporting the same total number of servers typically requires VL2 and
fat-tree to use switches of different port counts. Hence, to facilitate the total
link capacity comparison between them, we denote the switch port counts
on VL2 and fat-tree by different notations, i.e., m and n, respectively.

ns r
;
2

8 l 2 LE :

ð3Þ

Let dðjÞ denote the set of edge switches that connect to
aggregation switch j. We have jdðjÞj ¼ m=2; 8 j 2 N A . For
each edge switch i 2 dðjÞ, each core link ðj; uÞ is on one
and only one of the m paths from i to the core layer. Thus,
P
the link load for trafﬁc from i is given by m1 i0 2N E ;i0 –i kii0 ,
with a maximum value of nms r considering (1). It immediately follows that the maximum load on link ðj; uÞ is
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Fig. 3. Fat-tree topology with n ¼ 4.

Fig. 2. Unfolded VL2 topology.

P

ns r
i2dðjÞ m

¼ jdðjÞj nms r ¼ n2s r. The reverse direction of link ðj; uÞ

carries the trafﬁc that terminates at edge switches in set
dðjÞ. Due to the symmetry of the two routing phases, we
know immediately that the maximum load on link ðu; jÞ
is n2s r. Therefore, the minimum capacity required on any
core link l for k ¼ 0 is given by

cl ð0Þ ¼

ns r
;
2

8 l 2 LC :

ð4Þ

In (3) and (4), if we set ns ¼ 20 and r ¼ 1 Gb/s, we have
cl ð0Þ ¼ 10 Gb/s, 8 l 2 LE [ LC , which is consistent with the
link capacity given in [3]. In other words, the minimum
link capacity for k ¼ 0 in (3) and (4) generalizes the special
design case in [3].
3.2. Fat-tree
3.2.1. Topology
The fat-tree topology was originally proposed in [27] to
interconnect the processors of a parallel supercomputer.
Unlike the traditional tree topology, links in a fat-tree become ‘‘fatter’’ in terms of capacity as they move towards
the root. To take advantage of economies of scale, rather
than using one high-end switch with high-capacity links,
‘‘fat’’ links are constructed instead by the bundling of
‘‘thin’’ links from multiple commodity switches, leading
to a multi-rooted tree topology. The edge and aggregation
switches are arranged in the form of switching modules
called pods, which are interconnected by core switches
representing the multiple roots of a fat-tree. An illustrative
topology with n ¼ 4 is shown in Fig. 3.
In general, if n-port switches are used to construct a fattree, each pod consists of n=2 edge switches and n=2 aggregation switches. Within a pod, each edge switch is connected to each aggregation switch by one port, thereby
forming a complete bipartite graph. Externally, each pod
is connected to each core switch by one of the other half
ðn=2Þ2 ports of its aggregation switches. Consequently, a
total of ðn=2Þ2 switches are required at the core layer. Conversely, because each core switch has n ports, a total of n
pods are supported. Additionally, to make the topology
regular, the interconnection between pods and core
switches should satisfy the following condition: there exists a partition of the core switches into n=2 equal-sized
mutually disjoint sets such that each aggregation switch

of each pod is connected to core switches belonging to
the same set. In the case of n ¼ 4, which is shown in
Fig. 3, the core switches are partitioned into two sets,
where the left two form one set and the right two form
the other set. Each aggregation switch in each pod is connected to core switches in one and only one set. For each
aggregation switch j (8 j 2 N A ), we denote the core
j
switches to which it connects by set N C . Generally, each
2
2
pod has ðn=2Þ edge links and ðn=2Þ core links. Thus, we
have jLE j ¼ jLC j ¼ n3 =4. In contrast to the VL2 topology,
the aggregation and the core layers in fat-tree do not form
a complete bipartite graph, which allows the aggregation
switches to have more ports connected to edge switches
and therefore more redundancy on edge links.
3.2.2. Trafﬁc model
~ s denote the number of servers supported by one
Let n
edge switch on fat-tree. Each edge switch has n=2 ports
~ s  n=2. Accordconnected to n=2 servers. Thus, we have n
ingly, the ingress/egress capacity limit of each edge switch
~ s r ¼ 2n r, recalling that ingress/egress trafﬁc refers to
is n
trafﬁc that goes through the network, i.e., trafﬁc that originates and terminates at different edge switches. Any valid
trafﬁc matrix K 2 T satisﬁes the following constraints:

X

~s r ¼
kii0 6 n

n
r;
2

8 i 2 N E;

ð5Þ

~s r ¼
kii0 6 n

n
r;
2

8 i0 2 N E :

ð6Þ

i0 2N E ;i0 –i

X
i2N E ;i–i0

3.2.3. VLB
Each edge switch can communicate with another edge
switch in the same pod or any edge switch in a remote
pod. We refer to the trafﬁc among edge switches of the
same pod as intra-pod trafﬁc and to the trafﬁc destined
for an edge switch in a remote pod as inter-pod trafﬁc.
To the best of our knowledge, how VLB is performed on
fat-tree has not been discussed in the existing literature.
We propose the following mechanisms for intra- and inter-pod trafﬁc.
As the core layer connects a pod to a remote pod, intrapod trafﬁc does not go outside the pod. Speciﬁcally, a packet from an edge switch is ﬁrst sent to a randomly chosen
aggregation switch inside the pod. The aggregation switch
then forwards the packet to the destination edge switch
residing in the same pod. In both phases, packets are
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delivered through direct links. From the end-to-end viewpoint, intra-pod trafﬁc is evenly distributed over n=2 twohop paths between any two edge switches.
In contrast, inter-pod trafﬁc goes through the core layer
outside an individual pod. The core switches take the role
of intermediate nodes in the two-phase routing. Routing
in the two phases is symmetric, as can be easily observed
by focusing on the actual routing topology from edge
0
switch i to edge switch i shown in Fig. 4. Because each core
switch has only one two-hop path towards each edge
switch, we can virtually concatenate the two paths in
two phases for each core switch. Then, from the end-toend viewpoint, inter-pod trafﬁc is evenly split over ðn=2Þ2
four-hop paths between any two edge switches.
As observed above, intra- and inter-pod trafﬁc use different switching layers as intermediate destinations, which
leads to entirely different path structures for these two
types of trafﬁc.

Each edge link ði; jÞ carries trafﬁc sent from i. It is on one
and only one of the n=2 paths carrying intra-pod trafﬁc
0

from i to i . Thus, the link load for trafﬁc kii0 is
00

0

and i – i and aggregation switch j are in pod p, and edge
00
switch i is in pod p0 – p, as illustrated in Fig. 5.

Fig. 4. Inter-pod routing topology between edge switch i and remote
0
edge switch i on fat-tree.

The in-

2

ter-pod trafﬁc from i to i is split over ðn=2Þ paths. Among
them, n=2 paths traverse link ði; jÞ. Thus, the link load for
trafﬁc kii00 is

n=2
ðn=2Þ2

k

00

ii
kii00 ¼ n=2
, which takes the same form as

the one introduced by intra-pod trafﬁc. Hence, we can
1
say that link ði; jÞ carries n=2
the amount of trafﬁc from edge
switch i to any other edge switch t. Consequently, the maxn P
o
1
imum load on link ði; jÞ is max n=2
¼ r, which
t2N E ;t–i kit
follows from (5). The reverse direction of link ði; jÞ carries
trafﬁc that terminates at i. From the routing symmetry,
we know immediately that the maximum load on link
ðj; iÞ is also r. Therefore, the minimum capacity requirement on any edge link l under the no-failure scenario
(i.e., k ¼ 0) is given by

cl ð0Þ ¼ r;
3.2.4. Link capacity with no failures
Below, we calculate the link load considering the contributions of intra- and inter-pod trafﬁc, respectively.
Because VLB requires trafﬁc to be equally distributed
among all alternative paths, the link load can be calculated
based on the numbers of alternative paths discussed
above. It should be noted that the edge and core links are
different in the sense that edge links carry both intraand inter-pod trafﬁc, whereas core links carry only interpod trafﬁc. We will discuss the contributions of intraand inter-pod trafﬁc individually. Let P denote the set of
pods, which are numbered from 1 to n=2. The edge and
p
aggregation switches in pod p are denoted by sets N E
p
p
p
and N A , respectively. We have N E 2 N E ; N A 2 N A , and
 p  p  n
N  ¼ N  ¼ ; 8 p 2 P. Assume that edge switches i
E
A
2

kii0
.
n=2

8 l 2 LE :

ð7Þ

Each core link ðj; uÞ carries inter-pod trafﬁc from each
edge switch in pod p. Speciﬁcally, link ðj; uÞ is on one and
only one of the ðn=2Þ2 paths from any edge switch i to
00
any remote edge switch i . Thus, the total load on link
00
ðj; uÞ is the sum over i and i and is expressed as
P
P
kii00
p
p
i2N
i00 2N E nN ðn=2Þ2 . Because the inter-pod trafﬁc from
E

E

each edge switch is bounded by 2n r, following from (5),
P
p
i.e., i00 2N E nN p kii00 6 2n r; 8 i 2 N E , the maximum load on link
E
 p  nr
2
ðj; uÞ is given by N E  ðn=2
¼ r. The reverse direction of link
Þ2
ðj; uÞ carries trafﬁc that terminates at any edge switch in
pod p. From the symmetry of the two routing phases, we
know immediately that the maximum load on link ðu; jÞ
is r. Therefore, the minimum capacity requirement on
any core link l for k ¼ 0 is given by

cl ð0Þ ¼ r;

8 l 2 LC :

Fig. 5. Unfolding pods p and p0 on fat-tree.

ð8Þ
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The minimum required capacity for k ¼ 0 on the edge
and core links coincides with the original design in [4],
where VLB is not employed. The fact that the edge and core
links require the same capacity indicates that our VLB approach provides fair bandwidth allocation, and the network can be built using switches with homogeneous ports.
4. Capacity allocation on VL2 with k link failures
In this section, we derive the link capacity requirement
on a VL2 topology that experiences k arbitrary link failures.
The goal is to guarantee full bandwidth communication
among all the servers. Given k, the basis to this end is that
the topology remains connected in any k link failures. For a
VL2 topology above the aggregation layer, it requires at
least m2 link failures to disconnect an aggregation switch
from any other aggregation switch, which allows us to consider k up to m2  1. However, each edge switch has only
two links connecting it to the aggregation layer. Thus,
any number of multiple link failures can disconnect any
edge switch, which can limit the fault tolerance capability
of the VL2 topology. Because the topology above the aggregation layer is guaranteed to be connected for k 6 m2  1,
we consider k up to m2  1. For k P 2, we focus on failure
scenarios where all of the edge switches remain connected,
i.e., two edge links incident to an edge switch do not fail
concurrently. From the probability viewpoint, this case
holds when the edge links are engineered with high availability, such as 0.99999 (‘‘ﬁve nines’’), so that the probability that two edge links fail concurrently becomes negligible
(e.g., 1010 in the case of ﬁve-nine availability per edge link
under independent link failures). Increasing the number of
edge links per edge switch would certainly be helpful;
however, this approach is constrained by the number of
ports consumed by core switches, as discussed earlier.
4.1. Edge links
Due to the limited connectivity from each edge switch,
the capacity requirement for edge links can be derived
straightforwardly. We establish the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Let k be a given integer with value
16k6m
2  1. To guarantee full bandwidth communication
among all of the servers under k arbitrary link failures that do
not partition the topology, the minimum capacity required on
each edge link is

cl ðkÞ ¼ ns r;

8 l 2 LE :

ð9Þ

Proof. As the minimum link capacity is equal to the maximum link load, we ﬁnd the maximum load experienced on
an edge link. We ﬁrst consider the link load in the direction
from the edge layer to the aggregation layer, which is
caused by trafﬁc in the ﬁrst routing phase or, equivalently,
by trafﬁc going from the edge layer to the core layer. Con0
sider i to be a general edge switch. Let j and j denote the
two aggregation switches through which edge switch i is
connected to the aggregation layer. Without loss of generality, we study the trafﬁc load on edge link ði; jÞ. Link ði; jÞ

 0
Fig. 6. Failure on link i; j , which leads to the maximum trafﬁc load on
edge link ði; jÞ.

carries only trafﬁc originating from i, which under the no0
failure scenario is sent over either link ði; jÞ or link ði; j Þ in
the ﬁrst hop. Between these two links, at most one of them
can fail under any failure scenario considered because
otherwise edge switch i is disconnected from all other
 0
switches in the topology. In the case that edge link i; j
fails, as illustrated in Fig. 6, link ði; jÞ carries all trafﬁc originating from i. This situation leads to a maximum load of ns r
on link ði; jÞ when the trafﬁc from i reaches the ingress
capacity limit given by (1). Because in this case all trafﬁc
from i goes through link ði; jÞ in the ﬁrst hop, it is clearly
the maximum load that can be experienced on link ði; jÞ
over all failure scenarios and all valid trafﬁc matrices.
The reverse direction of link ði; jÞ carries trafﬁc that
terminates at i. From the routing symmetry, we know
immediately that the maximum load on link ðj; iÞ is also
ns r. Considering all link failure scenarios, the capacity
allocation on all edge links is uniform, with a minimum
value of ns r. h

4.2. Core links
In this subsection, we derive the capacity requirement
for the core links. Similar to the edge link case, we obtain
the minimum capacity on a core link by ﬁnding its maximum trafﬁc load. Because the maximum link load is taken
over all valid trafﬁc matrices and all failure scenarios considered, one naive approach is to enumerate all possible
failure scenarios and develop the load expression under
each of them. Unfortunately, the number of possible scenarios, although ﬁnite, is intractable. This prohibits the
use of the enumeration method. Instead, we reduce the
search space by showing that the maximum load on a core
link can be achieved within a limited set of failure scenarios. In doing so, we prune out the majority of failure sce-
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narios and limit the failure scenarios of interest to a tractable size, over which the maximum link load can be found
more easily. Below, we ﬁrst characterize the failure scenarios that can potentially lead to the maximum load on a core
link for any valid trafﬁc pattern and then formulate the
maximum link load over these candidate scenarios.
Let l be a general core link incident to aggregation
switch j (8 j 2 N A ) and core switch u (8 u 2 N C ). Because
the two directions of a core link carry trafﬁc in different
routing phases, we also refer to link l by the ordered pair
ðj; uÞ or ðu; jÞ to distinguish its two directions. Speciﬁcally,
link ðj; uÞ is directed from aggregation switch j to core
switch u and thus carries trafﬁc in the ﬁrst routing phase,
which goes from the source edge switches to the core
layer. Accordingly, the reverse direction of ðj; uÞ, i.e., link
ðu; jÞ, carries trafﬁc in the second routing phase, which goes
from the core layer to the destination edge switches.
Because the symmetry of the two routing phases dictates the maximum load in both directions of any link to
be the same, it is sufﬁcient to consider only one direction
of a core link. Speciﬁcally, we characterize the failure scenarios that can lead to the maximum load on link ðj; uÞ.
Intuitively, failures on edge links should be at locations
where the affected trafﬁc is directed towards aggregation
switch j and is thus in part carried over link ðj; uÞ. This indicates the failed edge links to be incident to edge switches
that are connected to j via the other edge links. Additionally, failures on core links should be at locations where
the affected trafﬁc goes through link ðj; uÞ as much as possible. This state can intuitively be achieved when all failed
core links are incident to j. We establish Propositions 1
and 2, which formally consider the failure settings on edge
and core links, respectively. Based on these two propositions, we identify in Theorem 2 the failure scenarios among
which the maximum load on core link ðj; uÞ can be found.
Without loss of generality, we assume that among the k
failed links, ke failures are on edge links, and kc failures
are on core links. We have ke ; kc 2 KðkÞ and ke þ kc ¼ k,
where the set KðkÞ is deﬁned as

KðkÞ , fa 2 Zj0 6 a 6 kg:

ð10Þ

Note that from the routing symmetry, it immediately follows that both propositions hold for the reverse direction
of link ðj; uÞ, i.e., link ðu; jÞ.
Proposition 1. Given ke and kc failures on edge and core
links, respectively, where ke P 1 and the failure locations on
core links are chosen arbitrarily, for any valid trafﬁc matrix,
the maximum load on link ðj; uÞ can be found over edge
failures characterized by the following setting: all failed edge
links are incident to edge switches that connect to aggregation
switch j via the other (operating) edge links.

Proof. See Appendix A.
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connect to aggregation switch j via the other (operating)
edge links. We denote such edge switches by set cðjÞ. As
jcðjÞj ¼ ke 6 k < m2 ¼ jdðjÞj, we have cðjÞ  dðjÞ.
In the above failure setting for the edge links, we then
characterize the failure locations on the core links. We
establish the following proposition.
Proposition 2. Given ke and kc failures on edge and core
links, respectively, where kc P 1 and the failures on edge links
follow the setting described in Proposition 1, for any valid
trafﬁc matrix, the load on link ðj; uÞ with all failed core links
incident to aggregation switch j is no smaller than with any of
the core link failures not incident to j.
Proof. See Appendix B. h
Combining Propositions 1 and 2, we establish the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let k be a given integer with value 1 6 k 6 m
2  1.
Let ke and kc be integer variables that take values in set KðkÞ
and satisfy ke þ kc ¼ k. The variables ke and kc denote the
number of failures on edge and core links, respectively. Given
any valid trafﬁc matrix, the maximum load on link ðj; uÞ over k
arbitrary link failures can be found among the failure scenarios
characterized by the following two features:
1. if ke P 1, all ke failed edge links are incident to edge
switches that are connected to aggregation switch j via
the other (operating) edge links; and
2. if kc P 1, all kc failed core links are incident to aggregation
switch j.

Proof. Given the number of failures on edge and core links,
i.e., given the values of ke and kc , respectively, where
ke þ kc ¼ k, Propositions 1 and 2 ensure that for any valid trafﬁc matrix, the maximum load on link ðj; uÞ can be found
among the failure scenarios where the edge and core link failures follow settings (1) and (2), respectively. Then, by considering all possible values of kc (or equivalently, ke , as
kc þ ke ¼ k, where k is a constant), we actually cover the
entire search space of k link failure scenarios, where the maximum link load over k arbitrary link failures can be found. h
We illustrate the failure scenarios characterized by Theorem 2 in Fig. 7 and denote them by set S j;k
F . Note that set
S j;k
F is associated with aggregation switch j and k link failures. As we will see later, given kc and k, the maximum
load on link ðj; uÞ is agnostic of more speciﬁc failure details,
such as the exact failed edge or core links. Thus, we are
only interested in failure scenarios with different values
of kc . Accordingly, we represent each element f in set S j;k
F
by a 2-tuple ðkc ; kÞ and do not differentiate among different
combinations of failed links under a given ðkc ; kÞ.

h

Proposition 1 allows us to assume without loss of generality for our purpose (i.e., ﬁnding the maximum load
on link ðj; uÞ) that all failed edge links follow the setting
described above, i.e., are incident to edge switches that

Theorem 3. Let k be a given integer with value
16k6m
2  1. To guarantee full bandwidth communication
among all of the servers under k arbitrary link failures that do
not partition the topology, the minimum capacity required on
any core link l can be formulated as
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link disrupts one path from i. Because the trafﬁc carried by
P
1
0
each path from i is uniformly m
i0 2N E ;i0 –i kii before failure,
the total amount of disrupted trafﬁc originating from i is
mþk P
c
2
0
i0 2N E ;i0 –i kii ; 8 i 2 cðjÞ. The disrupted trafﬁc is evenly
m
distributed to the remaining m
2  kc operating paths from i.
Because link ðj; uÞ is on one and only one remaining
1
the amount of
operating path from i, it carries mk
c
2

Fig. 7. Characteristics of a failure scenario in set S j;k
F , where the maximum
load on link ðj; uÞ can be experienced.

cl ðkÞ ¼ ns r  max f ðkc ; kÞ;
kc 2KðkÞ

8 l 2 LC ;

ð11Þ

where kc is an integer variable denoting the number of failed
core links, with its permissible value given by the set

KðkÞ ¼ fkc 2 Zj0 6 kc 6 kg;

ð12Þ

and function f ðkc ; kÞ is deﬁned as

k  kc m2  k þ kc
f ðkc ; kÞ , m
þ
:
 kc
m  kc
2

ð13Þ

Proof. We formulate the minimum capacity on any core
link by formulating the maximum load on it, which by
default is taken over all valid trafﬁc matrices and all failure
scenarios considered. For any core link ðj; uÞ directed from
aggregation switch j (8 j 2 N A ) to core switch u (8 u 2 N C ),
Theorem 2 enables us to limit the search space of failure
scenarios to set S j;k
F , where the maximum load on link
ðj; uÞ can be found. Under these scenarios, we derive the
trafﬁc load expression on link ðj; uÞ with the ultimate goal
of formulating its maximum load.
To model the trafﬁc load under any failure scenario f in
set S j;k
F , we ﬁrst consider the trafﬁc load on link ðj; uÞ when
there are no failures, and then add the load increase on link
ðj; uÞ incurred under f. Basically, link ðj; uÞ carries one and
only one path from each edge switch in set dðjÞ. These
paths remain operating under any failure scenario in set
S j;k
F . As discussed in Section 3.1.4, when there are no
P
P
1
0
failures, the trafﬁc load on link ðj; uÞ is i2dðjÞ m
i0 2N E ;i0 –i kii .
In the presence of any failure scenario in set S j;k
F , the load
increase on link ðj; uÞ is caused by trafﬁc originating from
all edge switches in set dðjÞ. Based on the number of
disrupted paths from an edge switch, edge switches can be
classiﬁed into two sets: cðjÞ and dðjÞ n cðjÞ. As we will see
next, for edge switches in the same set, their contributions
to the load increase can be expressed identically, whereas
edge switches in different sets have different expressions
and thus need to be addressed separately.
Each edge switch in set cðjÞ is on one end of a failed
edge link, as shown in Fig. 7. Under a failure scenario with
kc failed core links, this situation leads to a total of m
2 þ kc
disrupted paths from each edge switch in cðjÞ. Speciﬁcally,
for each i in cðjÞ, a failed edge link incident to i disrupts half
of the paths (i.e., m
2 paths) from i, whereas each failed core

disrupted trafﬁc from each i in cðjÞ after the failure
occurrence.
For edge switches in set dðjÞ n cðjÞ, the incident edge
links do not fail. Therefore, the number of operating paths
after failure is determined by the failed core links. Each
failed core link disrupts one path from each edge switch in
dðjÞ n cðjÞ. Thus, under failure scenario f ¼ ðkc ; kÞ 2 S j;k
F , a
total of kc paths are disrupted from each edge switch in
dðjÞ n cðjÞ. For each i in dðjÞ n cðjÞ, because the trafﬁc carried
P
1
by each path from i is uniformly m
i0 2N E ;i0 –i kii0 before
failure, the total amount of disrupted trafﬁc originating
P
from i is kmc i0 2N E ;i0 –i kii0 ; 8 i 2 dðjÞ n cðjÞ. The disrupted trafﬁc is evenly assigned to the remaining m  kc operating
paths from i, where link ðj; uÞ is on one and only one
remaining operating path from each i in dðjÞ n cðjÞ. Conse1
the amount of disrupted
quently, link ðj; uÞ carries mk
c
trafﬁc from each i in dðjÞ n cðjÞ after the failure.
Let /ðj;uÞ ðkc ; k; KÞ denote the load on link ðj; kÞ under
trafﬁc matrix K and failure scenario ðkc ; kÞ in S j;k
F . Putting it
all together, we have

/ðj;uÞ ðkc ; k; KÞ ¼

X

P

00
i 2N E ;i –i kii
0

0

m
P

i2dðjÞ

m

i2dðjÞncðjÞ

P

k 0
i0 2N E ;i0 –i ii

m  kc

kc

;

m
2

m
m
2

i2cðjÞ

k 0
i0 2N E ;i0 –i ii

X

þ

þ

X

þ kc



 kc

8 K 2 T ; j 2 N A;

u 2 N C ; kc 2 KðkÞ; 1 6 k 6

m
 1;
2

ð14Þ

where the ﬁrst term denotes the trafﬁc load before failure
and the second and third terms denote the load increase
after failure from edge switches in sets cðjÞ and dðjÞ n cðjÞ,
respectively.
So far, we have developed a load expression for any
valid trafﬁc matrix under any failure scenario in S j;k
F . Next,
we maximize the load over all valid trafﬁc matrices. We let

qðj;uÞ ðkc ; kÞ ¼ max /ðj;uÞ ðkc ; k; KÞ; 8 j 2 N A ;
K2T

u 2 N C ; kc 2 KðkÞ; 1 6 k 6

m
 1:
2

ð15Þ

Introducing (1) into (14) yields

/ðj;uÞ ðkc ; k; KÞ 6

X ns r
i2dðjÞ

m

þ

X ns r
m

i2cðjÞ

m


X ns r k c
þ kc
m
þ
;
m
 kc
m  kc
2
i2dðjÞncðjÞ
2

8 K 2 T ; j 2 N A ; u 2 N C ; kc 2 KðkÞ;
16k6

m
 1:
2

ð16Þ

Equality is achieved when all edge switches send trafﬁc at
the maximum rate ns r (with an inﬁnite number of valid
trafﬁc matrices). It immediately follows that
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qðj;uÞ ðkc ; kÞ ¼

X ns r
i2dðjÞ

m

þ

X ns r
m

i2cðjÞ

m


X ns r kc
þ kc
m
þ
;
m
 kc
m  kc
2
i2dðjÞncðjÞ
2

8 j 2 N A ; u 2 N C ; kc 2 KðkÞ;
16k6

m
 1:
2

ð17Þ

Rearranging the right side by splitting the ﬁrst term into
sets cðjÞ and dðjÞ n cðjÞ and combining them with the second and third terms, respectively, we have

qðj;uÞ ðkc ; kÞ ¼

X ns r
X
ns r
þ
;
m
m
 kc

k
c
i2cðjÞ 2
i2dðjÞncðjÞ

8 j 2 N A ; u 2 N C ; kc 2 KðkÞ;
16k6

m
 1:
2

ð18Þ
kc ¼

Eq. (18) actually combines the trafﬁc load before failure
with the load increase after failure for each edge switch
in dðjÞ. Introducing jcðjÞj ¼ ke ; jdðjÞ n cðjÞj ¼ m2  ke , and
ke ¼ k  kc into (18), we obtain

m
 nr
ns r
s
þ
 ke
2
m  kc
 kc
2

qðj;uÞ ðkc ; kÞ ¼ ke m
¼ ns r

k  kc m2  k þ kc
þ
 kc
m  kc

m
2

¼ ns rf ðkc ; kÞ;

8 j 2 N A; u 2 N C ;

kc 2 KðkÞ; 1 6 k 6

m
 1:
2

max qðj;uÞ ðkc ; kÞ ¼ ns r  max f ðkc ; kÞ;
kc 2KðkÞ

u 2 N C; 1 6 k 6

8
<0

if 1 6 k 6 m6 ;

f ðkc ; kÞ if
: argmax
^1 c;dk
^ 1 eg
kc 2fbk
c
c

m
6

ð23Þ

< k 6 m2  1:

From (23), we know that when the value of k is in the interval 1 6 k 6 m6 , the maximum load on a core link is experienced when all failures are on edge links, i.e., kc ¼ 0. Thus,
we are more interested in the other case, where
m
< k 6 m2  1. We observe that kc , the number of failures
6
on core links, increases with k when k is in the range
m
< k 6 m2  1. The value of kc can be either the ﬂoor or
6
^1 . It is not trivial to determine which of the
the ceiling of k
c

ð19Þ

Consequently, for any given integer k with its value in the
interval ½1; m2  1, the maximum load on any core link ðj; uÞ
can be formulated as
kc 2KðkÞ

Proof. See Appendix C. h
To illustrate how the minimum capacity requirement on
a core link changes with the number of link failures k, we
plot the result in (21) on the left axis of Fig. 8, where ns ; r,
and m are set to 20, 1 Gb/s, and 64, respectively. We see that
the link capacity increases linearly with k when k is within
1 6 k 6 m6 . However, when k is in the range m6 < k 6 m2  1,
the link capacity increases super-linearly with k. On the
right axis, we plot the corresponding optimal solution kc
to the problem. The value of kc identiﬁes the failure scenario in S j;k
F that leads to the maximum load/minimum
capacity on a core link. The expression for kc is given piecewise in the proof and is summarized here as

two values kc takes for a given k. Moreover, the values of
^1 c and dk
^1 e can be equal. This happens when k
^1 is an intebk
c
c
c
1
^
^1 ¼ dk
^1 e.
ger (see k ¼ 24). In this case, we have k ¼ bk c ¼ k
c

c

c

c

4.3. Total link capacity

8 j 2 N A;

m
 1;
2

ð20Þ

where the maximum is taken over all failure scenarios in
set S j;k
F .
The reverse direction of each core link ðj; uÞ; 8 j 2
N A ; u 2 N C carries trafﬁc in the second routing phase,
which goes from the core layer to their destination edge
switches. From the symmetry of the two routing phases, we
know immediately that the maximum load on each ðu; jÞ is
the same as on link ðj; uÞ, which is the optimal value in (20).
Because the minimum capacity required on any core link l is
equal to its maximum load, the theorem follows. h
The following lemma solves the problem formulated in
(11)–(13).

Because the minimum capacity requirement in both
directions of each link is the same, we model the VL2
topology as an undirected graph. The total numbers of
edge and core links are both m2 =2, as counted in Section 3.1.1. Let C ðkÞ denote the minimum total link capacity
required. Based on (3), (4), (9), and (21), we have

Lemma 1. Let k be a given integer with value 1 6 k 6 m
2  1.
The optimal value of the problem in (11)–(13) is given by

8
ns r
kns r
>
>
<2 þ m
cl ðkÞ ¼ ns r  maxkc 2fbk^1c c;dk^1c eg
>
>
: ðk ; kÞ
c

if 1 6 k 6 m6 ;

8 l 2 LC ;
if

m
6

<k6

m
 1;
2

ð21Þ
where

^1 ¼ k þ m  1 ½ð3m  2kÞðm  2kÞ12 :
k
c
2 4 4

ð22Þ

Fig. 8. Minimum capacity required on each core link in VL2 when
ns ¼ 20; r ¼ 1 Gb=s, and m ¼ 64.
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m
>
ns r
>
>
<2

m2 3ns r
þ knms r
2
2

h
>
>
>
: m2 ns r 1 þ max
2

0

if k ¼ 0;


^1 c;d^k1 eg f ðkc ; kÞ
kc 2fbk
c
c

i

if

1 6 k 6 m6 ;

if

m
<
6

8 k 2 Z;

k 6 m2  1;
ð24Þ

^1 are given in (13) and (22),
where f ðkc ; kÞ and k
c
respectively.

respectively. Because trafﬁc from i to any other edge
switch i0 is evenly distributed over the remaining operating
paths from i to i0 , the load on link ði; jÞ under trafﬁc matrix
K and failure scenario f can be expressed as
0

uði;jÞ ðf ; KÞ ¼
In this section, we consider fat-tree subject to link failures. Fat-tree requires at least n2 link failures to disconnect
the topology. Thus, with sufﬁcient link capacity, we can
guarantee full bandwidth communication among all
servers up to 2n  1 arbitrary link failures. In the following
section, we investigate the minimum link capacity requirement for this purpose.
5.1. Edge links
Each edge link only carries trafﬁc that originates and
terminates at the incident edge switch. This allows us to
derive the capacity requirement on edge links for the general case straightforwardly. We establish the following
theorem.
Theorem 4. Let k be a given integer with value
1 6 k 6 2n  1. To guarantee full bandwidth communication
among all of the servers under k arbitrary link failures, the
minimum capacity required on each edge link is

kr
;
k
2

;ii
X ^xfði;j
0
Þ kii

^f0
w
ii

p

i0 2N E nfig

5. Capacity allocation on fat-tree with k link failures

c l ðk Þ ¼ r þ n

0

;ii
;ii
operating paths that traverse edge link ði; jÞ by ^
and 
,
xfði;j
xfði;j
Þ
Þ

0

;ii
X xfði;j
0
Þ kii

þ

p

i0 2N E nN E

f0
w
ii

;

8 i 2 N pE ; j 2 N pA ; p 2 P; f 2 F k ; K 2 T ;
16k6

n
 1:
2

ð26Þ
0

0

;ii
f ;ii ^ f
f
xfði;j
Note that given f and K, the values of ^
Þ , xði;jÞ , wii0 , and wii0
are all deterministic and ﬁxed.
We establish the upper bound on uði;jÞ ðf ; KÞ through
0

0

;ii
;ii
^fði;j
^ f 0 and
and 
and lower bounding w
xfði;j
upper bounding x
Þ
Þ
ii

 f 0 over all failure scenarios and all destination edge
w
ii
switches. From the background discussions in Section 3.2.3,
we know that when there are no failures, each edge link
incident to i is on one and only one of the n=2 paths
carrying intra-pod trafﬁc from i to local edge switch i0
(8 i0 2 N pE n fig) and is on n=2 of the ðn=2Þ2 paths carrying
inter-pod trafﬁc from i to remote edge switch i0
(8 i0 2 N E n N pE ). Under any failure scenario f, the number
of operating paths on edge link ði; jÞ is no greater than in
0

;ii
xfði;j
the no-failure case. Hence, the upper bounds on ^
Þ and
0

;ii

xfði;j
Þ are given by
0

8 l 2 LE :

ð25Þ

Proof. We prove by ﬁrst upper bounding the trafﬁc load on
any edge link and then show that the upper bound can be
reached on an edge link under certain failure scenarios. In
doing so, we show that the upper bound is actually the
maximum load on any edge link, which is further equal to
the minimum capacity requirement on any edge link.
We ﬁrst consider the load on edge links caused by
originating trafﬁc, which all goes in the direction from the
edge layer to the aggregation layer. Consider i to be a
general edge switch. Let i reside in pod p. We derive the
upper bound on the trafﬁc load on any edge link incident to
i. To this end, we ﬁrst model the trafﬁc load on such a link.
Let F k denote the set of all possible failure scenarios with k
failed links. Because the topology remains connected under
k arbitrary link failures, there exists at least one edge link
incident to i that is up. We denote the edge link by ði; jÞ,
which is assumed to be incident to aggregation switch j at
the other end. Additionally, there remain operating paths
from i to any other edge switch i0 (8 i0 2 N E n fig) under any
^ f 0 and w
 f 0 denote the
failure scenario f in F k . We let w
ii

ii

number of remaining operating paths from i to edge switch
i0 in the same pod (i.e., i0 2 N pE n fig) and in a different pod

(i.e., i0 2 N E n N pE ), respectively, under failure scenario f.
^ f 0 and w
 f 0 , we further denote the number of
Among w
ii
ii

^xfði;j;iiÞ 6 1; 8 i0 2 N pE n fig;
0
n
xfði;j;iiÞ 6 ; 8 i0 2 N E n N pE ;
2
p

p

i 2 N E ; j 2 N A ; p 2 P; f 2 F k ; 1 6 k 6

n
 1:
2

ð27Þ

^ f 0 and w
 f 0 . To
Next, we develop the lower bounds on w
ii
ii
this end, we compare the impact of different failure locations on the number of remaining operating paths. For
^ f 0 , because intra-pod trafﬁc does not go beyond the
w
ii

aggregation switches, failures on the core links in p or links
^ f 0 . Thus, we only need to
in remote pods do not decrease w
ii

compare failures on edge links incident to i and to local
edge switches other than i. From the paths carried by an
edge link under the no-failure scenario, it is easy to ﬁnd
that in the former case, a failed edge link maximally disrupts one path from i to every local edge switch other than
i, while in the latter case, a failed edge link maximally disrupts only one path from i, which goes to the edge switch
where the failed link is incident. We can see that the former case has a worse potential impact, which includes
the impact of the latter one. Note that by ‘‘maximally’’ in
both cases, we take into account the incremental impact
of a failure over multiple existing failures, where paths traversing the new failure may have been disrupted due to
the existing failures. In this case, the incremental paths
to be disrupted by the new failure are fewer than the paths
^f0
traversing the new failure. It follows that for k failures, w
ii

is lower bounded by
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n
0
p
p
 k; 8 i 2 N E n fig; i 2 N E ; p 2 P; f 2 F k ;
2
n
ð28Þ
1 6 k 6  1;
2

^f0 P
w
ii

where n2 is the number of operating paths from i to local
0
edge switch i in the no-failure case, as discussed in
Section 3.2.3.
 f 0 , the failure locations of impact are those that
For w
ii
carry paths from i to one or more remote edge switches.
They are enumerated as follows: (1) edge links incident to i;
(2) edge links incident to remote edge switches; (3) core
links in pod p; and (4) core links in remote pods. In each case,
we list for a general link all paths it carries that go from i to
remote edge switches. The listed paths bound the number of
paths to be disrupted when a link fails over multiple existing
failures, as discussed above. Among the four cases, we ﬁnd
the worst case that bounds the minimum number of
operating paths from i to a remote edge switch in k failures.
Speciﬁcally, in case 1, an edge link incident to i carries, for
every remote edge switch, n=2 paths that go from i to that
switch. In case 2, let i0 denote the particular remote edge
switch to which an edge link is incident. An edge link
incident to i0 carries n=2 paths from i to i0 . In case 3, a core link
in pod p carries, for each remote edge switch, one and only
one path that goes from i to that switch. In case 4, let p0
denote the particular remote pod where a core link is
located. A core link in p0 carries, for every edge switch in p0 ,
one and only one path that goes from i to the corresponding
edge switch. Comparing the four cases, it is easy to ﬁnd that
one (additional) link failure can maximally disrupt n=2
paths from i to any remote edge switch i0 . It follows that in k
failures, the total number of paths to be disrupted from i to
any remote i0 is no greater than k 2n. Therefore, the lower
 f 0 can be written as
bound on w
ii


n n
0
p
p
 k ; 8 i 2 N E n N E ; i 2 N E ; p 2 P; f 2
2 2
n
ð29Þ
F k ; 1 6 k 6  1;
2

f0 P
w
ii

and only one operating path that transfers intra-pod trafﬁc
from i to i0 . Moreover, for each remote edge switch i0 , each
operating link carries n=2 operating paths that transfer
inter-pod trafﬁc from i to i0 . Hence, for every trafﬁc demand
kii0 ; 8 i0 2 N E n fig, all operating links incident to i carry the
same number of operating paths from i to i0 . Considering
that each trafﬁc demand kii0 is evenly balanced over the
corresponding operating paths, all trafﬁc from i is thus
evenly split over the n2  k operating links incident to i. In
other words, the trafﬁc load on link ði; jÞ (and on each of the
P
kii0
n
i0 2N E nfig nk, which
2  k operating links incident to i) is
2

takes the maximum value

n
2r
n
k
2

¼ r þ nkr
when trafﬁc from i
k
2

reaches the ingress capacity limit given by (5).
The reverse direction of edge link ði; jÞ carries trafﬁc that
terminates at i. From the symmetry of the two routing
phases, it immediately follows that the reverse direction of
link ði; jÞ, i.e., link ðj; iÞ, experiences the same maximum
load as link ði; jÞ. Considering all failure scenarios, the
maximum load on each edge link is uniform. Consequently,
the minimum capacity required on each edge link l is
r þ nkr
, and the theorem follows. h
k
2

5.2. Core links
Each core link in pod p carries inter-pod trafﬁc that
originates and terminates at every edge switch in p. The
following theorem generalizes the capacity requirement
on the core links for k arbitrary link failures.
Theorem 5. Let k be a given integer with value
1 6 k 6 n2  1. To guarantee full bandwidth communication
among all of the servers under k arbitrary link failures, the
minimum capacity required on each core link is

where ðn=2Þ2 is the number of operating paths from i to re0
mote edge switch i under the no-failure scenario, as discussed in Section 3.2.3.
Introducing (27)–(29) into (26), we obtain the upper
bound on trafﬁc load on any edge link ði; jÞ as

uði;jÞ ðf ; KÞ 6

X
n
p
i0 2N nfig 2

kii0
þ
k

E
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X
n
i0 2N E nfig 2

X

n

kii0
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2

2
n n

p
i0 2N E nN E 2

n
r
kii
kr
6 n2 ¼ r þn
;
k 2k
k
2
0

8 i 2 N pE ; j 2 N pA ; p 2 P; f 2 F k ;
K2T; 16k6

n
 1;
2

ð30Þ

where the second inequality follows from (5).
Last, we show that the upper-bound load given in (30)
can be experienced on edge link ði; jÞ under the failure
scenario where k link failures are on k of the n=2 edge links
incident to i (other than link ði; jÞ). We illustrate such a
scenario in Fig. 9, where there remain n2  k operating edge
links incident to i, with link ði; jÞ being one of them. Each
operating link carries, for each local edge switch i0 – i, one

Fig. 9. Failure scenario with k failed links that leads to the maximum
trafﬁc load on edge links incident to edge switch i.
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kr
 ;

k n2
2

c l ð k Þ ¼ r þ n

8 l 2 LC :

ð31Þ

Proof. Similar to the case of edge links on fat-tree, we ﬁrst
establish the upper bound on the trafﬁc load on any core
link and then show the failure scenarios where the
upper-bound load can be experienced on a core link. In
doing so, we obtain the maximum load on any core link,
which is equal to the minimum link capacity requirement.
We ﬁrst consider the load on core links in the direction
from the aggregation layer to the core layer, which is
caused by trafﬁc in the ﬁrst routing phase, i.e., outgoing
inter-pod trafﬁc. Note that intra-pod trafﬁc does not go
through core links and thus is not considered in this proof.
Similar to the edge link case, we upper bound the trafﬁc
load on any core link under any failure scenario by ﬁrst
formulating its trafﬁc load. In contrast to the edge link case,
we model the link load by decomposing every contributing
trafﬁc demand in the form of the load before failure and the
load increase after failure. Speciﬁcally, consider ðj; uÞ to be a
general core link that is up under failure scenario f
(8 f 2 F k ). Link ðj; uÞ is incident to aggregation switch j
and core switch u. Let p denote the pod where link ðj; uÞ
resides. We refer to edge switches inside and outside p as
local and remote edge switches, respectively. For each local
edge switch i (i.e., i 2 N pE ) and each remote edge switch i0
(i.e., i0 2 N E n N pE ), link ðj; uÞ carries one and only one path

from i to i0 . Under a failure scenario, paths traversing link
ðj; uÞ can fail. We denote the status of each traversing path
0

0

;ii
f ;ii
by binary indicator yfðj;u
Þ . Indicator yðj;uÞ equals one if the one
0

path from local i to remote i carried by link ðj; uÞ is up under

obtain the total load on link ðj; uÞ under failure scenario f
and trafﬁc matrix K as

uðj;uÞ ðf ; KÞ ¼

X X
i2N pE i0 2N E nN pE
p
N A;

kii0
.
ðn=2Þ2

In the event of any failure scenario, the disrupted
0

paths from i to i are deterministic and known. The
disrupted trafﬁc (i.e., trafﬁc carried by the disrupted paths)
is evenly assigned to the remaining operating paths from i
to i0 . We let lii0 ðf ; KÞ denote the total amount of disrupted
trafﬁc from i to i0 under failure scenario f and trafﬁc matrix
K. Because link ðj; uÞ is on one and only one operating path
from i to i0 , the load increase after failure can be expressed
 f 0 , recalling that w
 f 0 denotes the number of
as lii0 ðf ; KÞ=w
ii

ii

remaining operating paths from local edge switch i to
remote edge switch i0 under failure scenario f. Conversely, if
0

;ii
¼ 0, the trafﬁc demand kii0 does not incur any load on
yfðj;u
Þ

link ðj; uÞ under failure scenario f. It is easy to ﬁnd that both
cases can be uniformly written as
0

0

;ii
;ii
0
0
yfðj;u
yfðj;u
Þ kii
Þ lii ðf ; KÞ
;
n2 þ
f

wii0
2

which thus holds for trafﬁc from any local edge switch i to
0
0
any remote edge switch i . Taking the sum over i and i , we

j
N C;

u2

ð32Þ
0

;ii
0
where for each given f and K, the values of yfðj;u
Þ ; lii ðf ; KÞ,
 f 0 are all deterministic and ﬁxed.
and w
ii
Next, we develop the upper bound on uðj;uÞ ðf ; KÞ. The
approach is similar to the edge link case, which is achieved
through the bounding of all parameters involved in the link
load model. In the core link case, this process requires
0

;ii
upper bounds on yfðj;u
Þ and

lii0 ðf ; KÞ and a lower bound on

0

;ii
 f 0 . Because yfðj;u
is a binary indicator, the
w
Þ
ii
0
f ;ii
yðj;uÞ can be written straightforwardly as
0

upper bound on

8 i 2 N pE ; i0 2 N E n N pE ; j 2 N pA ; u

;ii
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Þ 6 1;
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2 N C ; p 2 P; f 2 F k ; 1 6 k 6

n
 1:
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ð33Þ

 f 0 is given in (29). Thus, we focus on
The lower bound on w
ii
upper bounding lii0 ðf ; KÞ. Because with no network failures, the maximum load on any edge or core link is uniformly r according to (7) and (8), it follows that the
failure of k links can maximally disrupt an amount kr of inter-pod trafﬁc originating from p, i.e.,

X X
p

lii0 ðf ; KÞ 6 kr; 8 p 2 P; f 2 F k ; K
p

i2N E i0 2N E nN E

2T; 16k6

0

is

ii

2

p 2 P; f 2 F k ;
n
K 2 T ; 1 6 k 6  1;
2

8j 2

;ii
¼ 1, the trafﬁc
failure scenario f and zero otherwise. If yfðj;u
Þ

demand kii0 introduces a load on link ðj; uÞ under failure
scenario f, which can be partitioned into load before failure
and load increase after failure. From the discussions in
Section 3.2.4, we know that the load incurred before failure

!
;ii0
;ii0
0
0
yfðj;u
yfðj;u
Þ kii
Þ lii ðf ; KÞ
;
þ
n 2
f0
w

n
 1:
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ð34Þ

Introducing (5), (29), (33), and (34) into (32), we establish the upper bound on the trafﬁc load on any core link
ðj; uÞ to be

uðj;uÞ ðf ; KÞ 6

X X
p
p
i2N E i0 2N E nN E

X X
kii0
n 2 þ
2

p
p
i2N E i0 2N E nN E

l ii0 ðf ; K
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n
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n
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 p n r
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6 N E  2 2 þ n
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8 j 2 N pA ; u 2 N jC ; p

2 P; f 2 F k ; K 2 T ; 1 6 k 6

n
 1;
2

ð35Þ

where the ﬁrst inequality follows from (29) and (33) and
the second inequality follows from (5) and (34).
Last, we show that the upper-bound load in (35) can be
reached on a core link in p under one of the following
failure scenarios: (1) all k failed links are incident to local
edge switch i1 (8 i1 2 N pE ); (2) some of the failed links are
incident to local edge switch i2 (8 i2 2 N pE ), the rest are

incident to remote edge switch i02 (8 i02 2 N E n N pE ), and no
two failed links are on the same path connecting i2 and i02
so that all failed links in total disrupt k n2 paths from i2 to i02 ;
and (3) all k failed links are incident to remote edge switch
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i03 . We illustrate these scenarios in Fig. 10. In particular, we
denote the scenarios in Figs. 10(a), 10(b), and 10(c) by
f1 ; f 2 , and f3 , respectively, and discuss them individually
below. In general, given failure scenario f, the load on any
core link ðj; uÞ under trafﬁc matrix K can be expressed more
straightforwardly as

uðj;uÞ ðf ; KÞ ¼

f0
w
ii

i2N pE i0 2N E nN pE
p
N A;

u2

0

p

ð36Þ

8 i 2 N pE n fi1 g; i0

n
 1:
2

ð37Þ

Conversely, for edge switch i1 , each failed link disrupts n=2
0
paths from i1 to any remote edge switch i . Hence, from i1
0
to any remote i , the number of operating paths is reduced

(a)

2

k

n

0

and yfð1j1;i;u1 i1 Þ ¼ 1;

2

8 i0 2 N E n N pE ; 1 6 k 6

j
N C;

and yfð1j1;ii;u1 Þ ¼ 1;

2 N E n N E; 1 6 k 6

n

uðj1 ;u1 Þ ðf1 ; KÞ ¼

Formula (36) is equivalent to the formula in (32) but takes
a different modeling viewpoint, where the link load is derived directly under the failure scenario rather than
decomposed into the load before and after failure as in
(32). We calculate the link load based on (36) for all three
scenario cases.
In scenario 1, as illustrated in Fig. 10(a), there exist 2n  k
aggregation switches in p that are not incident to failed
links. Among all core links incident to such an aggregation
switch, we randomly choose one link and denote it by
ðj1 ; u1 Þ, as shown in Fig. 10(a). Because all failed links only
affect trafﬁc originating (and terminating) at i1 , trafﬁc from
any local edge switches other than i1 is routed as it is in the
no-failure case. Thus, for any i 2 N pE n fi1 g, we have

 f10 ¼ ðn=2Þ2
w
ii

1

;

p 2 P; f 2 F k ;
n
K 2 T ; 1 6 k 6  1:
2

8j 2

 f1 0 ¼
w
i i

n
 1:
2

ð38Þ

Introducing (37) and (38) into (36), we obtain the load on
link ðj1 ; u1 Þ under failure scenario f1 and trafﬁc matrix K as

0

;ii
X X yfðj;u
0
Þ kii



to n2  k 2n, among which one and only one path traverses
link ðj1 ; u1 Þ. In other words, we have

(b)
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Applying (5) to (39) yields
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which implies the maximum load on link ðj1 ; u1 Þ to be
kr
. This situation is achieved when all edge switches
r þ nk
ð2 Þn2
in p send inter-pod trafﬁc at their maximum rates 2n r. Note
that the destinations of trafﬁc from i1 can vary among all
remote edge switches.
In scenario 2, as illustrated in Fig. 10(b), let k1 and k2
denote the number of failed links incident to i2 and i02 ,
respectively. We have k1 P 1; k2 P 1, and k1 þ k2 ¼ k.


There remain 2n  k 2n operating paths from i2 to i02 , each

corresponding to one core link in p. Among these n2  k 2n
core links, we randomly choose one and denote it by
ðj2 ; u2 Þ, as shown in Fig. 10(b). We consider the trafﬁc load

(c)

Fig. 10. Failure scenarios with k failed links that lead to the maximum trafﬁc load on core link ðja ; ua Þ; 8 a 2 f1; 2; 3g. (a) Scenario f1 : all k failed links are
incident to local edge switch i1 . (b) Scenario f2 : k1 failed links are incident to local edge switch i2 , the rest (i.e., k2 ¼ k  k1 ) are incident to remote edge
0
0
0
switch i2 , and no two failed links are on the same path connecting i2 and i2 . (c) Scenario f3 : all k failed links are incident to remote edge switch i3 .
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on link ðj2 ; u2 Þ. Speciﬁcally, link ðj2 ; u2 Þ carries one and only
one operating path from any local edge switch in p to any
remote edge switch, i.e.,
0
yfð2j2;ii;u2 Þ

¼ 1;

8i 2

p
N E;

n
1 6 k 6  1:
2

p
N E;

0

i 2 NE n

ð40Þ

Moreover, it is easy to ﬁnd that for each local edge switch


0
i – i2 , there remain n2  k2 2n operating paths from i to i2
2
and ðn=2Þ operating paths from i to any remote edge
0
switch other than i2 . Conversely, from local edge switch
0
i2 , the numbers of remaining operating paths to i2 and to
n

0
remote
edge switch other than i2 are 2  k 2n and
any
n
n
 k1 2, respectively. Hence, we have
2


8 n
 k2 2n
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>
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 k1 2n
2

0

if i – i2 ; i ¼
0

0

0

0
i2
0
i2

0

ð41Þ

Introducing (40) and (41) into (36), we obtain the load on
link ðj2 ; u2 Þ under failure scenario f2 and trafﬁc matrix K as
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Hence, the highest link load is achieved when ki2 i02 ¼ 2n r and
P
0
p
i2N E nfi2 g kii2 ¼ 0. Making these substitutions into (43), we
have
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The maximum load is experienced when each edge switch
in p sends inter-pod trafﬁc at its maximum rate n2 r, and all
0
trafﬁc from i2 is destined for i2 , i.e., ki2 i02 ¼ 2n r.
3, as illustrated in Fig. 10(c), there exist
n In scenario
n
2  k 2 core links in p such that each of them carries, for
each local edge switch i in p, one and only one operating path
from i to i03 . Among these core links, we randomly select one
link and denote it by ðj3 ; u3 Þ, as shown in Fig. 10(c). We study
the trafﬁc load on link ðj3 ; u3 Þ. Because, in fact, link ðj3 ; u3 Þ
carries one and only one operating path from any local edge
switch to any remote edge switch, we have
0

8 i 2 N pE ; i0 2 N E n N pE ; 1 6 k 6



n

k2 kii02
 2
 k2 n2
2

Moreover, it is easy to ﬁnd that, for each local edge switch
i, there remain ðn=2Þ2 operating paths from i to any remote
0
edge switch other than i3 , while the number of operating
0
paths from i to i3 is reduced to n2  k 2n, i.e.,

n

k2 ki2 i02
n
 ;
 k1 2n
2
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p

i2N E nfi2 g

E

kii02 þ ki2 i02 6

n
r;
2

which follows from the egress capacity limit given in (6),
for the highest link load, the one with larger weight factor
takes the maximum value 2n r, while the other takes the
minimum value 0. Because k1 > 0; k2 > 0, and k1 þ k2 ¼
k 6 n2  1, we have

n
n
n n
 k2 >  k > 0 and >  k1 > 0:
2
2
2 2

n
 1:
2
ð45Þ

uðj3 ;u3 Þ ðf3 ; KÞ ¼

2

We compare the second and fourth terms on the right side
P
of the inequality. Because i2N p nfi2 g kii02 and ki2 i02 satisfy

X

ð44Þ

Introducing (44) and (45) into (36), we obtain the load on
link ðj3 ; u3 Þ under failure scenario f3 and trafﬁc matrix K to
be

X
k2
kii02
n 2
 k2 2 i2N p nfi2 g
2

r

n
 1:
2

yfð3j3;ii;u3 Þ ¼ 1;

Next, we ﬁnd the maximum value of uðj2 ;u2 Þ ðf2 ; KÞ among all
valid trafﬁc matrices. Applying (5) to (42) yields
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It follows that the weight factor of ki2 i02 is greater than the
P
weight factor of i2N p nfi2 g kii02 , i.e.,
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Considering the ingress capacity limit at all local edge
0
switches (given in (5)) and the egress capacity limit at i3
(given in (6)), we have
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k n2 r
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kr
when all edge
ðn2kÞn2
switches in p send inter-pod trafﬁc at their maximum rates
0
n
r, and the total trafﬁc destined for i3 is 2n r, i.e.,
2
P
0
n
0
p
i2N kii3 ¼ 2 r. Note that the sources of trafﬁc to i3 can vary

The maximum load reaches r þ

E

within p.
Considering all failure scenarios and the symmetry of
the two routing phases, we know that the maximum load
kr
in both directions of each core link l is r þ nk
, and the
ð2 Þn2
theorem follows immediately. h
5.3. Total link capacity
Similar to the case of VL2, the minimum required capacity in both directions of each link is the same on fat-tree.
We thus model the fat-tree topology as an undirected
graph. The total numbers of edge and core links are both
n3 =4, as calculated in Section 3.2.1. Considering (7), (8),
(25), and (31), the minimum total link capacity required
on fat-tree is computed as

!
n3
kr
kr
 ;
C ðkÞ ¼
þ n
2r þ n
4
k
 k n2
2
2
6

8 k 2 Z; 0 6 k

n
 1:
2

ð48Þ

6. Numerical results
In this section, we evaluate the minimum capacity required per link on VL2 and fat-tree as well as the minimum
total link capacity required. We assume that the maximum
rate of each server NIC is 1 Gb/s, i.e., r ¼ 1 Gb/s. For VL2, we
consider ns to be 20 and/or 80, the typical numbers of servers supported by a ToR switch [17].
6.1. VL2

Minimum capacity required on each link (Gb/s)

Fig. 11 shows the minimum capacity requirement on
each individual link, where ns is set to 20. We see that
for k P 1, the minimum capacity on edge links is
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Fig. 11. Minimum capacity required per link on VL2 when ns ¼ 20.

independent of k and m, i.e., the number of link failures
and the port count of aggregation and core switches. This
property is dictated by (9). For core links, the capacity increase with k is dictated by (21) and (22) and thus follows
the same trend illustrated in Fig. 8. For a common k, we see
that less capacity is required per core link with larger m
and that the capacity gap between different m increases
as k gets larger. Because the link capacity increases with
k, there can be a point from which the required capacity
exceeds the speed that can be provided by a single port
of a commodity switch. In such cases, we can build the link
capacity by bundling two or more ports of a commodity
switch to match the required capacity.
In Fig. 12, we show how the total link capacity increases
with the total number of hosted servers (i.e., the size of a
datacenter). Note that given ns and m, the total number
2

of servers supported by VL2 is m4 ns . We present results
for ns ¼ 20 and ns ¼ 80 in Figs. 12(a) and 12(b), respectively. For each ns , we increase m to scale the size of a datacenter from tens of thousands of servers to hundreds of
thousands of servers. We consider a selected number of
k. Because the value range of k is dependent on m, we
choose k to be proportional to m in most cases, i.e.,
k ¼ 0; m8 ; m4 , and 3m
. We also consider k ¼ 1 and k ¼ m2  1.
8
We see that for all cases, the total link capacity increases
linearly with the total number of supported servers, which
suggests that the slope of the curves is constant. In the case
of 0 6 k 6 m6 (i.e., k ¼ 0; 1, and m8 ), the explanation is
straightforward. Dividing the total link capacity by the total number of supported servers, we obtain the ratio 2r for
k ¼ 0 and 3r þ 2kr
for 1 6 k 6 m6 . This immediately explains
m
the linear capacity increase for k ¼ 0 and for 1 6 k 6 m6 with
values in proportion to m (i.e., k ¼ m8 ), where the ratio becomes constant. For k ¼ 1, the ratio changes with m due
to the term 2r
. However, because m is large in the datacenm
ter context, the impact of the term is negligible. Thus, the
capacity growth for k ¼ 1 can be approximated as linear
in relation to the total number of supported servers as well.
We also observe in Fig. 12 that given the total number
of supported servers, the capacity gap between k ¼ 0 and
k ¼ 1 is large. This is because the capacity on all edge links
is doubled when we move from the case of no failures in
(3) to the case of single link failures in (9). This part of
the capacity remains constant among all k P 1. For
k P 1, the capacity increase comes from core links. In
Fig. 12, we observe that for a given total number of servers,
the capacity increase becomes larger gracefully when k is
incremented by an almost constant step of m8 starting from
k ¼ 1. This observation is validated in Fig. 13, which plots
the total link capacity against the number of link failures
k. Fig. 13 shows clearly that for a given total number of
servers, the total capacity increases linearly with k when
k is within 1 6 k 6 m6 and increases super-linearly with k
when k is in the range m6 < k 6 m2  1. This immediately accounts for the larger capacity increase with larger k at
near-regular intervals observed in Fig. 12. The increasing
trend observed in Fig. 13 is dictated by the minimum
capacity requirement on core links given in (21) and (22).
Accordingly, for k P 1, all curves take a similar shape to
the one illustrated in Fig. 8.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 12. Total link capacity required on VL2. (a) ns ¼ 20. (b) ns ¼ 80.

Fig. 13. Total link capacity required on VL2.

Fig. 15. Total link capacity required on fat-tree.

Fig. 14. Minimum capacity required per link on fat-tree.

Fig. 16. Total link capacity required on fat-tree.

Fig. 13 also compares the total link capacity between
ns ¼ 20 and ns ¼ 80 given that the total number of supported servers is the same. We see that for a common

k P 1, the link capacity with ns ¼ 20 is smaller than with
ns ¼ 80, and the capacity gap becomes larger as k gets larger or the total number of servers increases.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 17. Total link capacity required on VL2 and fat-tree. (a) ns ¼ 20. (b) ns ¼ 80.
3

Fig. 18. Total link capacity comparison between VL2 and fat-tree.

6.2. Fat-tree
Fig. 14 shows the minimum capacity requirement per
link. We see that given n, a core link requires less capacity
than an edge link for all k P 1. This is because the path
diversity for inter-pod trafﬁc is n2 times as much as that
for intra-pod trafﬁc to signiﬁcantly reduce the capacity
requirement on core links in the event of link failures.
Moreover, we observe that given a common k, less capacity
is required per edge/core link for larger n, which shows the
beneﬁt of VLB. With increasing n, more alternative paths
are available. The spare capacity allocated on each link is
therefore reduced. Similar to the case discussed in VL2,
for a link capacity that goes beyond the speed a single port
of a commodity switch can provide, we can achieve it by
using several ports of a commodity switch that work together to obtain the required capacity.
Similar to the case of VL2, we study how the total link
capacity changes with the total number of supported servers. The curves are shown in Fig. 15. Note that for fat-tree
with n-port switches, the total number of supported serv-

~ s  2n  n ¼ n4 . We choose k to be in proportion to the
ers is n
switch port count in most cases, similar to the case of
VL2. We observe that other than k ¼ 2n  1, the total link
capacity increases linearly with the total number of servers. In general, the ratio between the total link capacity
kr
and the total number of servers is 2r þ nkr
þ nk
, which
k
ð2 Þn2
2
is dependent on n. When k is 0 or in proportion to n, the
ratio becomes constant. For k ¼ 1, the ratio can be safely
approximated as constant based on the fact that n is large.
Thus, in all cases other than k ¼ 2n  1, the ratio turns out to
be constant, which explains the linear capacity increase
with the total number of supported servers.
Given the total number of supported servers, we also
observe in Fig. 15 that when k progresses in near-constant
n
steps (i.e.,
) starting from k ¼ 1, the total capacity in8
creases much more sharply as k gets larger, showing an
‘‘exponential-like’’ increase trend. This trend is clearly captured in Fig. 16. In particular, all curves are very ﬂat for
small values of k, which indicates that a small extra capacity investment can support full bandwidth communication
to the regime of multiple link failures. For example, in the
case of n ¼ 64 (which supports 65,536 servers), by allocating 10% extra capacity compared to k ¼ 0, the network can
guarantee full bandwidth communication in the presence
of 5 arbitrary link failures.
6.3. Capacity comparison between VL2 and fat-tree
We compare the total link capacity between VL2 and
fat-tree for the same total number of supported servers.
To this end, we combine the results in Figs. 12 and 15
and replot them in Fig. 17. In Fig. 17, it is interesting to observe that the curve of k ¼ 1 for VL2 overlaps with the
curve of k ¼ n4 for fat-tree. The observation is general: given
the same total number of supported servers, the total link
capacity required on VL2 for k ¼ 1 is approximately the same
as on fat-tree for k ¼ 4n. It immediately follows that for
1 6 k 6 n4, fat-tree outperforms VL2 in terms of the total
link capacity. We provide a proof of this observation in
Appendix D.
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The graceful capacity growth of VL2 with k P 1 and the
‘‘exponential-like’’ capacity increase on fat-tree suggest a
cross-point between the two curves, as indicated in
Fig. 17. Clearly, the cross-point is no smaller than n4, based
on the observation above. We ﬁnd the exact point in
Fig. 18, which plots the total link capacity against the number of link failures. We set ns ¼ m ¼ n so that both networks support the same total number of servers and are
with the same range of k. We see that for
ns ¼ m ¼ n ¼ 20; 40; 60, and 80, the total link capacity
of fat-tree is smaller than the total link capacity of VL2
when k is no greater than 6, 12, 18, and 25, respectively.
In all cases, the value of the cross-point is not signiﬁcantly
larger than 4n.

(a)

(b)

7. Conclusion
We studied the capacity allocation problem in datacenter networks, where VLB is employed to handle highly variable trafﬁc. Our design goal is to guarantee full bandwidth
communication among all servers, for all valid trafﬁc
matrices, and under k arbitrary link failures. From the connectivity viewpoint, k is supported up to 2n  1 on fat-tree,
whereas k is considered up to m2  1 on VL2 for failure scenarios that do not partition the topology. We also proposed
a mechanism to run VLB over fat-tree. In this context, we
derived the minimum link capacity required on both topologies, where edge and core links are considered separately.
Based on the results, we ﬁrst evaluated the minimum total
link capacity required on each individual topology and
characterized the capacity increase trend with k and with
the total number of supported servers. Then, we compared
the total link capacity between the two topologies. We ﬁnd
that given the same total number of supported servers,
there exists a turning point beyond which VL2 is better
in terms of the total capacity requirement due to the sharp
capacity increase on fat-tree in this regime.
Future work includes two topics. The ﬁrst one is capacity allocation for full bandwidth communication under
node failures and under general shared risk link group failures. Note that a node failure is equivalent to the failure of
all its incident links; thus, even a single node failure goes
beyond the value range of k considered in this paper. The
second one is capacity allocation for full bandwidth communication with heterogeneous ingress/egress capacity at
edge switches.
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(c)
Fig. A.19. Failures on edge links with respect to aggregation switch j and
edge switches in set dðjÞ. (a) Case 1: a failed edge link is incident to an
edge switch not connected to j. (b) Case 2: a failed edge link is incident to
j. (c) Case 3: a failed edge link is not incident to j but is incident to an edge
switch connected to j.

incident to an edge switch not connected to j (and thus
 0 0
not in dðjÞ), e.g., link i ; j ; (2) links incident to j (and thus
also incident to an edge switch in dðjÞ), e.g., link ði; jÞ; and
(3) links not incident to j but incident to an edge switch
 0
connected to j (i.e., an edge switch in dðjÞ), e.g., link i; j .
We study how each failure case affects the trafﬁc load on
link ðj; uÞ. Recall that link ðj; uÞ carries one and only one
path from each edge switch in dðjÞ to the core layer (see
the VLB described in Section 3.1.3). In case 1, as the edge
switch is not connected to j, a failed link does not affect
the load on link ðj; uÞ. In case 2, a failed link reduces the
trafﬁc load on link ðj; uÞ. Speciﬁcally, if a failed link is incident to edge switch i in dðjÞ at the other end, it removes the
trafﬁc originating at i from the trafﬁc load on link ðj; uÞ. In
0
case 3, let j denote the aggregation switch incident to a
failed link. After the failure event, the edge switch incident
to the failed link directs all trafﬁc that originally went
0
through j towards aggregation switch j, which introduces
extra load on link ðj; uÞ. Considering all three cases, we
can ﬁnd that to generate the maximum trafﬁc load on link
ðj; uÞ, all ke failures on edge links should be of case 3. Note
that the above discussion is true regardless of the failure
occurrence on core links and thus holds for arbitrary failure locations on the core links.

Appendix B. Proof of Proposition 2
Appendix A. Proof of Proposition 1
In general, failures on edge links can occur at three
types of location with respect to aggregation switch j and
edge switches in dðjÞ, as shown in Fig. A.19: (1) links

Clearly, core link ðj; uÞ does not fail because otherwise
there will be no trafﬁc load on it. Other than link ðj; uÞ, core
links can fail at two types of location with respect to aggregation switch j, as shown in Fig. B.20(a): (1) links that are
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incident to j and (2) links that are not. Accordingly, we denote failed core links by set F C , where core links incident

Given kc failed core links, whose locations are chosen
arbitrarily, a failed core link can be either incident to

to aggregation switch j are denoted by set F jC , while core
links incident to aggregation switches other than j are de-

aggregation switch j or not. If F nj
C – ;, i.e., not all failed core

nj
j
noted by set F nj
C . We have jF C j ¼ kc ; F C \ F C ¼ ;, and

simply, jF jC j < m2  1, which implies that there exists a core
link incident to j (other than link ðj; uÞ) that is up. We de-

F C ¼ F jC [ F C . We show that given any valid trafﬁc matrix,
the maximum load on link ðj; uÞ can be achieved when all
kc failed core links are incident to aggregation switch j.
To this end, we compare the impact of the two failure location cases enumerated above on the trafﬁc load on link
ðj; uÞ. Note that in the failure setting considered for edge
links, which ensures that at most one edge link incident
to an edge switch fails, the failure locations on core links
can be chosen arbitrarily without disconnecting the topology. In other words, there exists at least one operating path
from any edge switch to the core layer. Speciﬁcally, for k
failed links, the minimum number of operating paths from
any edge switch i to the core layer is m2  ðk  1Þ, which occurs when one failure is on one edge link incident to i and
the rest k  1 failures are on core links incident to the
aggregation switch to which edge switch i is connected
via the other (operating) edge link (e.g., aggregation switch
j in Fig. B.21). We illustrate such a failure scenario in
Fig. B.21, where the failed edge link disrupts half the paths
(i.e., m2 paths) from i to the core layer, while each failed core
link disrupts one additional path from i to the core layer.
Hence, the number of remaining operating paths from i
to the core layer is m  m2 þ ðk  1Þ ¼ m2  ðk  1Þ in the
we
have
worst
case.
Considering
k 6 m2  1,
m
m
m

ðk

1Þ
P

ð

1

1Þ
¼
2,
i.e., the number of
2
2
2
remaining operating paths from any edge switch i is in fact
lower bounded by 2.
nj

links are incident to j, then jF jC j < jF C j ¼ kc 6 k 6 m2  1 or,

j

note this link by lc , as illustrated in Fig. B.20(a). We compare the load increase on link ðj; uÞ between a failure on
j

nj

link lc and on any link lc in F nj
C . By ‘‘load increase’’, we refer
to the baseline load to be incurred in failure setting
n o
nj
nj
F C n lc , where the ‘‘failed’’ core link lc is assumed to
be up with its impact removed, while all other link failures
stay the same, as illustrated in Fig. B.20(b). In failure setn o
nj
ting F C n lc , let Ri denote the number of remaining operating paths from edge switch i (8 i 2 N E ). Because the total
number of failed links in the network is reduced to k  1, it
follows from the result in k failures presented above that
Ri P 3 for any edge switch i.
n o
j
nj
In the case that link lc fails over failure setting F C n lc ,
as illustrated in Fig. B.20(c), as all edge switches in set dðjÞ
j

remain connected to j, a failure on link lc affects all edge
switches in dðjÞ. Speciﬁcally, it disrupts one and only one
of the Ri operating paths from edge switch i in dðjÞ, and thus
1
the amount of trafﬁc from i. For each i in dðjÞ, the trafﬁc
Ri
carried by the failed path is evenly assigned to the remaining Ri  1 operating paths from i. Because Ri P 3; 8 i 2 N E ,
we have Ri  1 P 2 > 0; 8 i 2 dðjÞ. Considering that link
ðj; uÞ carries one and only one remaining operating path
for each edge switch in dðjÞ, the load increase on link ðj; uÞ
under trafﬁc matrix K can be expressed as


 X
j
Dwðj;uÞ lc ; K ¼
i2dðjÞ

P

k 0
i0 2N E ;i0 –i ii
Ri

Ri  1

;

8 j 2 N A; u 2 N C ; K 2 T :

Note that all terms on the right side of the equality are valid due to the fact that Ri  1 > 0; 8 i 2 dðjÞ.
nj
In the second case, where link lc fails over failure setn o
nj
0
ting F C n lc , as illustrated in Fig. B.20(a), let j – j denote
nj

the aggregation switch to which link lc is incident. Unlike
the ﬁrst case, only edge switches that are connected to

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. B.20. Failures on core links. (a) Failure setting F C , where some failed
core n
links
theo others
o are incident to j while n
n o are not. (b) Failure setting
nj
j
nj
F C n lc . (c) Failure setting F C [ lc n lc .

Fig. B.21. Failure scenario that produces the minimum number of
operating paths from edge switch i among k arbitrary link failures that
do not partition the topology.
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0

both j and j affect the trafﬁc load on link ðj; uÞ. Note that
due to the failures on edge links, not all edge switches in
 0
0
set d j remain connected to j . Hence, the edge switches
 0
with impact are limited to the set d j \ dðjÞ n cðjÞ. For each
 0
edge switch in d j \ dðjÞ n cðjÞ, the impact of additional
failure is exactly the same as in the ﬁrst case discussed
nj

above. Speciﬁcally, failure on link lc disrupts one and only
one of the Ri operating paths from edge switch i in
 0
d j \ dðjÞ n cðjÞ, and thus R1 the amount of trafﬁc originat i0 
ing from i. For each i in d j \ dðjÞ n cðjÞ, the trafﬁc carried
by the failed path is evenly assigned to the remaining
Ri  1 operating paths from i, where Ri  1 P
 0
2 > 0; 8 i 2 d j \ dðjÞ n cðjÞ. Moreover, link ðj; uÞ is on one
and only one remaining operating path for each edge
 0
switch in d j \ dðjÞ n cðjÞ to carry the disrupted trafﬁc.
Hence, the load increase on link ðj; uÞ under trafﬁc matrix
K can be written as

P



nj
Dwðj;uÞ lc ; K ¼

X

Ri

i2dðj Þ\dðjÞncðjÞ
nj

f 0 ðkc ; kÞ ¼

df
m g ðkc ; kÞ

¼ m
;
dkc
 k c ðm  k c Þ
2

where
2

g ðkc ; kÞ ¼ ðkc Þ 

m

3
m2
þ k kc þ mk 
:
2
4
8

Because kc 6 k 6 m2  1 < m2 , we have m2  kc > 0 and
m  kc > 0. Hence, the sign of f 0 ðkc ; kÞ is consistent with
the sign of g ðkc ; kÞ. Below, we study function g ðkc ; kÞ to
determine the sign of f 0 ðkc ; kÞ.

k 0
i0 2N E ;i0 –i ii

;

Ri  1

0

integer constraint on kc and ﬁnd the optimal solution kc
to the original problem in (11)–(13) as well as the optimal
value of the problem.
~ in the interval ½0; k, we use
To ﬁnd the optimal point k
c
the method of observing the sign change of the derivative
function [28]. Speciﬁcally, the derivative function of f ðkc ; kÞ
(with respect to variable kc ) is given by

8 j 2 N A; u

nj

2 N C ; lc 2 F C ; K 2 T ;
where all terms on the right side of the equality are valid
 0
because Ri  1 > 0; 8 i 2 d j \ dðjÞ n cðjÞ.
Now, we compare the load increase on link ðj; uÞ between
 0  the above two incremental failure cases. Because
d j \ dðjÞ n cðjÞ # dðjÞ, we have





j
nj
Dwðj;uÞ lc ; K  Dwðj;uÞ lc ; K P 0;
nj

nj

u 2 N C ; lc 2 F C ; K 2 T :

8 j 2 N A;
ðB:1Þ

This statement suggests that given an arbitrary set F C on
nj
failed core links, if there exists a failed core link lc that is
not incident to aggregation switch j, then by moving the
nj
j
link failure from lc to an operating link lc incident to j,
the load on link ðj; uÞ does not decrease for any valid trafﬁc
matrix and is most likely to increase. Because we do not
make any assumption about the core links in set F C , if in
nj
the new failure setting there exists a failed core link lc
not incident to aggregation switch j, the above discussion
(and thus Eq. (B.1)) still holds. This allows us to repeat
nj
the operation process (moving failure on lc to an operating
link incident to j) without decreasing the load on link ðj; uÞ
until all failed core links become incident to aggregation
nj
switch j, i.e., F C ¼ ; and F C ¼ F jC . It follows that the load
on link ðj; uÞ with all failed core links incident to j (i.e.,
nj
F C ¼ ;) is no smaller than the load with any core link failure not incident to j (i.e., F nj
C – ;).

(a)

Appendix C. Proof of Lemma 1
The problem in (11)–(13) is a discrete optimization
problem that maximizes the function f ðkc ; kÞ over the single integer variable kc , which takes values in the discrete
set KðkÞ ¼ f0; 1; . . . ; kg. We ﬁrst relax kc to a real variable
and ﬁnd the optimal point of kc at which the value of function f ðkc ; kÞ is maximized on the interval kc 2 ½0; k. We de~ . Next, we restore the
note this optimal point of kc by k
c

(b)
Fig. C.22. Functions f ðkc ; kÞ and g ðkc ; kÞ under different values of k. (a)
1 6 k 6 m6 . (b) m6 < k 6 m2  1.
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Function g ðkc ; kÞ is a parabola that opens upward. The
m
k
vertical
axis
of symmetry



 is at kc ¼ 4 þ 2. Because
k  m4 þ 2k ¼ 2k  m4 6 12 m2  1  m4 ¼  12 < 0, we have

m k
k< þ ;
4 2

m
8 k 6  1;
2

ðC:1Þ

which implies that the value interval of kc (i.e., ½0; k) is on
the left side of the vertical axis of symmetry, as shown in
Fig. C.22. Considering the fact that the parabola opens upward, function g ðkc ; kÞ is thus strictly monotonically
decreasing on the closed interval ½0; k. This allows us to
characterize the sign of g ðkc ; kÞ in general by checking the
two ends of the interval, i.e., kc ¼ 0 and kc ¼ k. At the right
end, we obtain

g ðkc ¼ k; kÞ ¼

m
m m m
m
k
1
6
< 0:
4
2
4 2
2

At the left end, we have

c

ðC:2Þ

Conversely, when m6 < k 6 m2  1, the sign of the function
g ðkc ; kÞ changes from ‘‘þ’’ at kc ¼ 0 to ‘‘’’ at kc ¼ k. Because
the function g ðkc ; kÞ is strictly monotonically decreasing on
the interval ½0; k, as discussed above, it has one and one
only real root in the interior of the interval, i.e., there exists
^c ; kÞ ¼ 0. Accordingly, and more
^c 2 ð0; kÞ such that gðk
k
speciﬁcally, the sign of the function f 0 ðkc ; kÞ is ‘‘þ’’ on the
^c Þ and changes to ‘‘’’ on the interval ðk
^c ; k,
interval ½0; k
as shown in Fig. C.22(b). It follows from the method of sign
change that the maximum value of the function f ðkc ; kÞ on
~ ¼k
^c . To derive the
the interval ½0; k is obtained at point k
c

^c , we solve the equation
explicit expression for k
^
^1 and k
^2 given,
gðkc ; kÞ ¼ 0. We obtain two real roots k
c
c
respectively, by

^1 ¼ k þ m  1 ½ð3m  2kÞðm  2kÞ12 ;
k
c
2 4 4

ðC:3Þ

and

^2 ¼ k þ m þ 1 ½ð3m  2kÞðm  2kÞ12 :
k
c
2 4 4

is

thus

~ at which the
So far, we have found the optimal point k
c
value of f ðkc ; kÞ on the continuous interval ½0; k is maximized. Next, we restore the integer constraint on kc by
enforcing kc 2 KðkÞ and derive the optimal solution kc to
the original problem in (11)–(13) as well as the optimal value of the problem. We discuss the cases 1 6 k 6 m6 and
m
< k 6 m2  1.
6
~ takes the integer value 0,
When 1 6 k 6 m6 , because k
c
which is also an element in set KðkÞ, it immediately follows
that kc ¼ 0 is the optimal solution to the original problem.
The optimal value of the original problem is (C.2) scaled by
ns r.
~ takes the value k
^1 , which is not
When m6 < k 6 m2  1; k
c
c
necessarily an integer. Because the sign of the function
^1 Þ and becomes ‘‘’’ on
f 0 ðkc ; kÞ is ‘‘þ’’ on the interval ½0; k

c

the maximum value of function f ðkc ; kÞ on the interval
½0; k. The maximum value is given by

m
:
6

½0; k

^1 ; k, the function f ðkc ; kÞ is strictly monotonthe interval ðk
c
^1  and is strictly monoically increasing on the interval ½0; k

Consequently, when 1 6 k 6 m6 , the sign of f 0 ðkc ; kÞ is ‘‘’’
on the interval ð0; k. Accordingly, because function f ðkc ; kÞ
is continuous on the closed interval ½0; k; f ðkc ; kÞ is strictly
monotonically decreasing on the interval ½0; k, as illus~ ¼ 0, we obtain
trated in Fig. C.22(a). Hence, at point k

8 k 2 Z; 1 6 k 6

interval

c

(
6 0 if 1 6 k 6 m6 ;
3
g ðkc ¼ 0; kÞ ¼ mð6k  mÞ
8
> 0 if m6 < k 6 m2  1:



~ ¼ 0; k ¼ 1 þ k ;
f k
c
2 m

value of f ðkc ; kÞ on the


~ ¼k
^1 ; k ; 8 m < k 6 m  1.
f k
c
c
6
2

^1 ; k. Consequently,
tonically decreasing on the interval ½k
c
the integer point that maximizes f ðkc ; kÞ on the interval
^1 , i.e., bk
^1 c and dk
^1 e.
½0; k is among the points nearest to k
c

c

c

c

and thus are also elements in set KðkÞ. Therefore, the optimal solution to the original problem is given by

m
m
kc ¼ argmax f ðkc ; kÞ; 8 k 2 Z; < k 6  1:
6
2
^1 c;dk
^ 1 eg
kc 2fbk
c
c
The corresponding optimal value of the original problem is

ns r 

m
m
max f ðkc ; kÞ; 8 k 2 Z; < k 6  1:
^
1
^
1
6
2
kc 2fbkc c;dkc eg

Combining the results of the two cases, we obtain the
optimal value of the original problem for any given integer
k with its value in the range 1 6 k 6 m2  1.
Appendix D. Proof of observation in Section 6.3
For VL2 and fat-tree supporting the same total number
m2 ns
4
m2 ns
4

3

¼ n4 . On VL2, the total capacity re

3r þ 2r
. On fat-tree, the total required for k ¼ 1 is
m

3 
. Dividing the total
quired capacity for k ¼ 4n is n4 3r þ 2r
n
capacity on VL2 by the total capacity on fat-tree yields
of servers, we have

2
3þm
3þ2n

ðC:4Þ

c

^1 is an interior point of the interval
Note that because k
c
^1 2 ð0; kÞ, we have 0 6 bk
^1 c 6 dk
^1 e 6 k. In other
½0; k, i.e., k
c
c
c
1
1
^
^
words, both bk c and dk e are in the closed interval ½0; k

1, where the approximate equality follows from the

fact that both n and m are large integers in the datacenter
context.

Because
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k
c
2 4
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